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1.1

Welcome
Power Ops improves upon the standard functions found in RMS to provide enhanced search capabilities,
matrix management, custom ILC generation, pricing tables, new item wizards, add to sale/add to PO
functions, purchase order tools, and quick access to supplier information.
Power Ops is designed to work with Store Operations or Store Operations in a HeadQuarters
environment. Power Ops can be installed on any PC with access to the Store Operations database. Add
to Sale is available when run within POS. Tag for PO is available when run within Manager or
standalone.
We suggest you first watch the tutorial for Power Ops (About, Online Tutorial), then the tutorial for DRS
AutoGen™ which is a utility included with DRS Matrix Master™ and RMS Toolkit™.
You can use Power Ops to:
Setup defaults:
Setup default options including find rules, search field inclusion, and grid format
Auto-generate item lookup codes based on pre-defined formats
Create style sheets to easily manage matrix items in 1-3 dimensions
Assign a margin/markup table to calculate regular price with rounding
Assign price calculators for A-B-C and lower/upper bound prices with rounding
Format list views in grid style with lines and/or alternate row background (green bar emulation)
Define setup parameters to fit your usage requirement on a per station basis
Create/edit items:
Add/copy new items using a quick entry form with complete data entry in one screen
Enter multiple dimensions in seconds through style sheets (advanced matrix management)
Add additional dimensions to matrix items in 3 easy ways
Change matrix item descriptions in batch mode
Build matrix style sheets from your existing items in seconds
Add child items at the same time the parent item is created (case/unit entries)
Delete an item or matrix with associated component items
Create M Codes (matrix class entry) so you can associate existing items on file as a matrix
Search/Find:
Intelligent text search logic eliminates the need to select fields
Locate items by filters: Dept, Category, Sub-description 1-3, Supplier, Type
Locate items by search strings including % (followed by) or & (and) logic
Search for exact string (=)
Search for multiple strings separated by commas (,)
Limit listing to items on PO's (open or partial)
Locate items by price point or price range
Limit listings to in stock items or SALE items
Locate items by any combination of the above
Check stock availability at participating suppliers (requires DRS Linker™ or DRS LinkerHobby™ )
Quick scan by ILC, SRN, or Alias only
Search supplier product catalogs by GTIN, supplier reorder number, or description then import
items (requires DRS Linker or DRS Linker-Hobby and supported supplier links)
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Display/View:
Exclude/include non-inventory and inactive items in list views
Display pictures in large or small format with Notes
View on hand, committed, and pending quantities with mouse-over
View start/stop sale dates or discount schedule with mouse-over
View all items details from one screen with drill-down to Alias, Offline, Member Of, and Supplier/
SRN entries
Use hot keys to filter items by type: matrix class, matrix components, non-inventory, assemblies, or
serialized
View matrix class items by total units or detailed matrix grids
View on order details for items from POS
View detailed supplier info from POS with quick links to website and email
Sell in POS:
Perform multiple searches and tags in one session
Tag multiple items and assign quantities before adding to sale
Locate and sell a serialized item with serial number selection
Assign a specific serial number to a layaway or workorder*
Tag for PO/Purchase Orders:
Perform multiple searches and tags in one session
Tag multiple items and assign quantities before adding them to a purchase order
Create new purchase orders or add tagged items to open PO's that have not been placed
View and print purchase orders in matrix format
Close partial purchase orders and carry forward outstanding items to a new PO
Create a copy of an existing PO to replicate an order
Allocate freight to purchase orders before receiving
Merge open purchases orders from the same supplier prior to placing an order
Labels:
Print barcode labels for items on demand (Cognitive and Zebra/Eltron barcode printers)
Automatically print labels for new items when quantities are entered during creation or import
Design custom label formats in PCL or EPL format (native barcode printer control language)
Up to 9 label formats are supported
Tag and print labels in POS or Manager versions
*This feature allows you to select which serialized unit is allocated to an order and track it within DRS
Serial Editor™, including committed quantities and associated customer accounts.
We suggest you use SWAT Search in DRS Power Ops™ to locate and sell all items in POS unless
you are using DRS Serial Editor which offers similar search-and-sell features exclusive to serialized
items.
2005-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain
with CC0 1.0.

1.2

What's New
The following enhancements have been added since the initial release of Power Ops.
By December 2021
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Removed licensing requirement, expiry date, and copyright restriction.
This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CCO 1.0.
To view a copy of this license, visit: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0
November 2016
Change install default to 'Load list upon Dept' select (if never installed before)
January 2014
Added supplier catalog import for Pearl Izumi
Added supplier catalog import for Shimano
Added Pearl Izumi and Shimano to stock check form
Changed QBP Stock Check to use new API
Changed Giant stock check from "Supplier Catalog Search" to use WebService
Updated licensing routine to show expiry date in header when 30 days remain, starts flashing when
15 days remain, and displays registration key form upon startup when 5 days remain
February 2013
Added index to fix speed issues when database includes many years of item data
Added sale price label format and logic to print sale labels
January 2013
Added supplier catalog import for Louis Garneau
October 2012
Added supplier catalog import for Electra Bicycle Company
Added Electra Bicycle Company to stock check form
June 2012
Changed email message used for sending registration request
Moved registration key to database so retailer has to enter it only once for all workstations
Added time limit to the registration key. Updated Registration form and About form to show the
expiry date
Added code to support QBP's 3rd warehouse location during stock check
Added supplier catalog import for Downeast Bicycle Specialists
Changed Giant Bicycle stock check to use WebService for real-time check
Added Downeast Bicycle Specialists to stock check form
Updated the stock check form to match PO Loader
Bug fixes
Added code to set Origin PO Number when creating new PO, copying a PO or carrying forward a
PO (FP1)
October 2011
Updated Carry Forward to allow All or Selected items. If All (default), the routine operates as normal.
If Selected, a form is loaded with all items that can be carried forward.
a. User can use Calc RSL button to update Qty
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b. If user changes the SRN or the cost, the new numbers are used.
c. Only selected items are moved to the new PO and updated on the existing PO
d. Added mouse-over on Order column to show Qty Ord and Qty RTD when carrying forward a
partial PO
June 2011
Removed the routines that import Horizon Brand & Categories (this is now part of Linker Hobby)
Added code to import Horizon Brand as subDesc3
Added code to use the SmarEtailing.com website setting from DRS JumpStart to show QBP item
pictures and details
Added new Stock Check form with table where appropriate (displays primary and alternate
suppliers)
Added code so if the QBP item is discontinued the Picture button will not be enabled
Bug fixes:
Fixed the Horizon Brand & Category filters on the “Supplier Catalog Search” form
June 2010
Supplier Catalog Search form: changed Horizon Categories display to - Name (Code) format and
changed the sorting to name; changed Horizon Brands display to - Name (Code) format
Custom ILC Add/Edit form: changed message shown when ILC format is longer than 16 characters
to "Do you want to make any changes before saving?"
New Item form: Changed Type = Matrix Class to: Type = M Code (see Help) to clarify usage
Updated Hawley Company image download URL
June 2009
Added setup options for Horizon Hobby Retail Price and Price A calculation
Modified Horizon Hobby import routines to use the new options
Added filter option for Horizon on the Supplier Catalog search form; the filter combos only show if
the Horizon Hobby catalog is downloaded to the RMS database
Added right-click support for PO Loader-Hobby for Horizon PO's
Bug fixes:
Fixed HOST file export for hobby suppliers to ignore orphaned items
March 2009
Added code to all Matrix forms to delete Matrix Item Lookup Code from Alias table
Changed code when adding items to PO so MPQ validation warns the user, but allows them to add
the item to PO even if it not a multiple of MPQ
Changed code so Item Copy will use tax setting from the item being copied; was defaulting to the
default tax setting for the store
Added supplier catalog import for Horizon Hobby
Added stock check for Horizon Hobby
Added code to set Commission Mode for all new items to Sales Rep schedule
Added new setup option for "Product Info:" with two options; only shows if Horizon Hobby is
configured in DRS Linker - Hobby
Added Info button to the picture form used from supplier search form; only shows when viewing
Horizon Hobby or QBP picture
Added Label4 for Cognitive printers (label with store name)
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Changed the URL used to download QBP product pictures
Added right click option to the Purchase Order list to create HOST file; this option is only available
to hobby stores
Added supplier catalog import for J&B Importers
Added ability to view/download pictures for Specialized
Added ability to view/download pictures for J&B Importers.
Added warehouse stock check for Specialized
Added warehouse stock check for J&B Importers
SmartEtailing.com users: Added ability to view product details for QBP products (Info button on
Picture form loaded from supplier import search form); only works if user has SOC enabled on their
website and has specified a search page URL in DRS JumpStart
March 2008
Added code to all forms that save to ItemDynamic table when connected to HQ to also save cost
Made changes to the supplier catalog search code so it will work with SQL 2005 setup with SQL
2005 compatibility
Added column and code to load SRN if supplier is selected in the filter (both Manager and POS).
SRN column is brought into view if a supplier is selected (Manager version only)
Changed the Matrix Edit form so user can sort the data by columns for faster editing
Added code to Tag and Print
Added "Shelf label only" checkbox to the label printing form; when checked only 1 label is printed
Added checkbox for "Avail. on web" to the Item detail form
Added ability to specify/edit Sale price from the Item Detail form
Added right-click menu options for Purchase Orders list view - View Details, Copy, Carry Forward,
Freight Allocation, or DRS PO Loader™
Added ability to add Kits to PO
Added code to support "begins with" search if user prefixes the search string with a ~ (tilde)
Added code to New matrix, Matrix Copy, Matrix Edit, Add to matrix using Style sheets forms to fill
gaps in subdescription with a period (so RMS 2.0 item properties does not display an error)
Added code to refresh the main list after the Item Detail form closes if changes are made to an item
October 2007
Bug fixes:
Fixed code in several modules to work with RMS v2 database
Added code to not show items that cannot be added to PO when "@ or below ROP" is checked
Added code to all Matrix forms to save data to the table used by RMS v2 to display matrix
dimensions
Made changes to the Custom ILC routine to fix the bug when same string is used as abbreviation
and detail for different entries on a style sheet
Fixed bug where Power Ops was not using component price when tagging assemblies for
assemblies that had component prices.
Fixed Check Stores button for HQ users so option is active for all cashiers
Fixed Check Stores result screen for HQ users to correctly display all location entries left justified
General:
Added code to allow user to pick between using the Email client or Notepad for registering
Added ability to add items to backorder
Added Del & F4 to Hot Keys & Shortcuts form; F4 is only active when supplier catalog links are
present
Added code so Quick Scan checkbox will be updated as soon as the default is changed and saved
(only if Quick Scan default is changed)
2005-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Changed the message displayed if the description is already in use when editing/adding items
Added code so the cursor will default to Price if ILC/Dept/Category/Description are populated on
New Item form
Added ability to preview the picture from the Item Picture form used to set picture
Added code to Tagged items, Suppliers for Item, Supplier entry edit (from item detail), Store Details
(HQ), Child Detail forms to use the "Show Cost" setting
Added code to Serial Number edit and Child detail forms to warn the user if user tries to close the
form without saving change
Added Weight to New, Item detail, New matrix, Edit Matrix, Copy matrix forms
Added code to New Matrix, Matrix Edit, Matrix Copy forms to save dept, cat & supplier information
to ItemClass table when used with RMS v2
Added ability to specify pictures for each matrix item (New matrix, Edit Matrix, Copy matrix forms)
Added code so all the matrix forms can be maximized (New matrix, Edit Matrix, Copy matrix forms)
Changed UPC/UCC to GTIN (Global Trade Identification Number) on all forms and messages
Added code so tagged items are unchecked after adding them to PO; once user closes the form all
unchecked items are removed from the tagged list
Added code to prompt user for price if "Must enter price at POS" is enabled in Item Properties
Added code to display Item Message as items are tagged if a message is assigned to the item
Added QuickAdd feature to search for items from supported suppliers and import them
Added "Disable supplier catalog search" setup option; checkbox is greyed out for non-bike stores
Added "QuickAdd" setup option in the New/Copy Rules; if checked new items are added to the
database when a quantity is entered and F12 Print is forced to allow user to print labels; enabling
QuickAdd will also enable Quick Scan
Added "Maximized Grid Forms" setup option; forces matrix grids to full screen by default
Added ability to merge PO's
Added ability to run multiple copies of Power Ops on same machine; user can use command line
switch in the shortcut to connect to different databases (Store Operations and HQ)
March 2007
Bug fixes:
Changed Sale Price calculation so it also works if there is only one date set; fixed bug in the
calculation
Fixed bug on the Price ABC formulation form so last combo is not visible when * or / are used
Changed code on all forms to not allow tagging for PO when connected to HQ database
Added code to RSL/ROP change form to update items Last Updated so you can create a worksheet
in HQ
Added code to the form used to add existing items to Matrix to update the Last Updated date for
item
Added code so if user uses the X button in the member of text to remove matrix association the
items Last Updated date is updated
Fixed the grid view/entry form to not show/allow entry for inactive items
Changed Custom ILC routine to account for trailing spaces when generating ILCs using sequential
numbers
Fixed bug where changing RSL/ROP to 0 in item detail form was not saving changes
Matrix:
Added ability to view pictures for a matrix on the matrix grid view form; activate picture mode by
clicking on the image; picture will load as you click or arrow through grid cells; if picture is present
you can double click on the picture to view in the larger format
Increased the timeout to 20 mins for matrix deletions for large matrix
Added prompt to form used to add existing items to a matrix
Added code to grid view so last column is shown in dark grey
2005-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Fixed the grid/view entry form to not display inactive items
Setup:
Added "Add SubDescr" option under Setup
Added "Add" check box to all the Matrix form; allows user to enable/disable subdescription
additions to base description
Added "disable MPN" option under Setup; disables MPN text box on New/Copy forms, Child form
and hides MPN column on New matrix, matrix Copy, Add to matrix and matrix Edit forms
New/Copy:
Added ability to specify picture on the New/Copy form; if a picture is selected from a folder other
than RMS Pictures folder, the picture is copied to the RMS picture folder; if you enter a web URL
(string starting with www or http) it is validated
Added ability to create M Code (matrix class) Item from the New form; user can set titles for the 3
dimensions; number of dimensions is based on titles entered; other controls like dept, cat, supplier,
etc are left enabled to support Custom ILC
Changed the style sheet selection form launched from new form to have all dimensions unchecked
by default
Added message that will prompt the user if RSL/ROP are entered on New form when connected to
HQ database
PO Creation:
Added code so placed date is carried forward with the PO; added code so original PO date is
retained as PO creation date for carried forward PO
Added code so placed PO's will also show on the tagged form so user can pick a placed PO to add
items to; status of PO is shown in parenthesis
Added "Top Off" button to the Tagged item form; button is only enabled if supplier is selected;
clicking this button will add 10 items that have selected supplier as a source (primary or alternate)
and are below the RSL; ignores existing items in the list
Added code to disable the SRN/Qty/Cost cells on the tagged form after the items are added to a
PO; changed background to grey; form is closed if all items are added to the PO
Changed "Add to PO" button to "Tag for PO" on Main form, Item detail form, Matrix Grid view form,
Matrix Grid Entry form
Added code so Description column auto-sizes upon load for tagged list (Tag for PO)
Added code so the Supplier and PO selected on the tagged form are reset after creating the PO;
this will also occur if all items in the tagged list are unchecked
Miscellaneous:
Added ability to use Style Sheet abbreviations in Custom ILC; routine looks for the specified string
in both Abbr and Detail field and if a match is found uses the Abbr in the ILC
Added code to support URL for pictures; routine looks for picture name to start with "www" or "http"
Added ability to add Alias from the Item Detail Alias form; Alias cannot be same as an existing ILC;
if Alias is already in use, user is prompted to move the alias to current item; feature is limited to
Manager Rights login in POS
Added ability to delete alias; select a row and hit Delete; limited to Manager Rights login in POS
Added ability to add/edit suppliers for an item Limited to Manager Rights login in POS
Added ability to delete suppliers for an item Limited to Manager Rights login in POS
Added code so double-clicking primary column on the Item Supplier form will set that supplier as the
primary supplier for the item
Added code so if there is only one supplier for an item it is set as the primary supplier; if primary
supplier is deleted the first supplier in the list is set as the primary
Added ability to specify/change picture for an item from item detail form
Changed Price ABC formulation form to use 2 decimal places for all settings
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Added code to reset database name if error is returned while creating custom index; will allow user
to enter correct database
Updated QBP stock check to use version 2.1 of CatXML
Added code so check stock button will be hidden in Item Detail form, Item Supplier form, and Store
Check form for stores that are not bike stores
Updated Hawley Company stock check message to show "as of date/time"
Added code to Picture form so double-click on the picture will toggle between large and small size
Added code so expiration date flashes if the app is expiring within 3 days
Added code to encrypt password in the registry
Added code to determine if database is RMS v1 or v2
Updated Add Button utility to encrypt the password
Added ability to email key request from register form; message includes store details
HQ specific:
Added code to About form to read address from HQ Configuration table when connected to HQ
database
Added cost & price columns to store Qty view when connected to HQ
August 2006
Bug fixes:
Add to matrix using Style Sheet was not saving Primary supplier information to supplier list.
Edit matrix was resulting in duplicate entries in ItemDynamic table in some cases (HeadQuarters).
Delete item and matrix was giving an error against HQ database.
Label printing against HQ database was giving an error.
Custom ILC was not looking at Matrix ILC's while generating new ILC's.
Style Sheet detail form now uses the alternate row color setting.
Key entry form went into a loop if invalid key was entered in DLL (POS version).
Deleting an item was not removing it from the tagged list.
Style sheet selection form was locking the grid and checkbox if the Abbr or Detail was missing in
the style sheet.
Once a style sheet is assigned to a dimension if you selected <None> the Save button was not
enabling.
If style sheet was missing Abbr or Detail, and the matrix items were missing the same dimension,
and you assign that style sheet to the matrix, all entries from the style sheet would display in the
grid with same count for each row/col.
Fixed the assembly tagging routine to use component price if that is set for the assembly.
Fixed bug where if a matrix had more than 1 dimension you could not set the 1st or 2nd dimension
style sheet to <None>.
POS version (DLL) -- Custom POS button
Added a new form that allows user to change the transaction to Workorder or Layaway if necessary.
The message is different depending on the conditions that cause form to display. Example: Attempt
to sell an out-of-stock item when selling below quantity 1 is not allowed will prompt the user to
select workorder or layaway.
Added code to tagging Serialized item so if the same item is tagged again and S/N are not being
used, user is asked before removing the item from tagged list. Only one selection is allowed per
line. Otherwise the entry was being removed from the tagged list because the logic is to remove the
serialized item from the list if S/N is the same.
Added warning prompt if same S/N is tagged again.
Manager version (EXE) -- Utilities, Add-ins, DRS Power Ops
New Purchase Orders tab with search capability - filter by supplier, dates, status etc.
2005-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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Added ability to print PO's in standard or Grid format - uses Style Sheet Abbr if style sheet is
associated to the item.
Added ability to copy existing PO to create a new one.
Added ability to Carry Forward a partial PO by closing the selected PO and carry the outstanding
backordered items to a new PO.
Added ability to tag items for a PO. Changed the tag list to include fields specific to PO. Tagging of
non-Inventory, Kits, Gasoline, Weighed, and Voucher is not allowed. User is given the option to add
items to existing unplaced PO's or create a new one. Data is validated for MPQ and Min. Order
before adding to PO. If user chooses to add to existing PO the code ignores auto-replenish PO's,
drop ship PO's and PO's created by SO Tracker™ for specific orders.
Added new checkbox to SWAT tab "_@ or < ROP". If this is checked all items with (QOH + Qty
On PO) <= ROP are displayed. This checkbox is disabled when viewing matrix or assembly items
and does not apply to those group codes.
Add Ctrl-A tag all option to list view -- active only when "@ or < ROP" is enabled.
Added Freight button to provide freight allocation to open PO's prior to receiving
Manager and POS versions
Matrix grid form:
All grid forms used for matrix add/edit have 3 check boxes for adding subdescriptions to base
description.
Checking/unchecking _Lock ILC/Desc will remember where you were on all 4 grid forms.
Added SubDescription filters on grid edit form to allow editing a subset of components.
Added ability to specify PO grouping field for a matrix - used by grid PO to determine format.
Changed the checkboxes for subdescriptions to unchecked on the matrix edit form.
Changed the Matrix View code to always show all available size/colors as you switch the 3rd
dimension. It was only showing the available size/colors for the selected 3rd dimension.
Added code to set matrix dimensions for new matrix based on whether data is entered for subdesc3
or subdesc2. The column is hidden and the checkbox disabled if data was not provided for the
dimension. If data is entered for subdesc3 then it will be a 3 dimensional matrix. Also made
changes to the forms used to assign style sheets to a matrix, Matrix Edit, Matrix Copy, Add to
matrix using Style sheets to work properly with the matrix dimensions.
Added sub-total column to matrix detail form to show totals for each row
Setup:
Ability to set matrix class items as the default list view (type is set to M)
UCC and MPN can be used in the custom ILC formats.
Changed Style Sheet import to allow user to import data using <All Titles>.
Added setup option to go to a matrix grid without prompting whenever a comma is present in
subdesc entries.
SWAT Search:
Added Ctrl-E option on the SWAT list to edit matrix items with one keystroke.
Added Ctrl-Y option when viewing matrix list to view matrix components of highlighted class item.
Added Ctrl-U to clear the tagged list
All the labels above search text box (SWAT/Supplier/PO) show the field name in blue.
Added ability to print labels for matrix and assembly entries; defaults to 1.
All forms that save to item table will delete the ILC from the Alias table if already on file.
Added right-click menu to SWAT list to provide quick access to other options (ex. edit/copy tasks
for matrix class items).
Added code to item Copy form to inform the user if item belongs to a matrix using a Style Sheet or
Custom ILC.
Added ability to Add/Edit Serial Numbers. User can only add SN's if the number of available SN's is
2005-2021 Digital Retail Solutions Inc. This work has been marked as dedicated to the public domain with CC0 1.0.
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less than QOH.
Added code to warn the user if there are tagged items upon Close (Add to Sale or Tag for PO
entries).
Added code so subdesc1-3 and supplier combo load routines use the "Include inactive" checkbox.
This makes Power Ops load much faster if there are many inactive items as it has to only load the
active entries in each of the combo if the check box is not checked. F6 reset will also be faster.
Added assembly view form to display components of the assembly and price/quantity.
Added <No Dept> and <No Category> to the drop down filters so user can load items that don't
have dept/cat assigned.
Added key image next to F6 Clear to display a list of hot keys and shortcuts; slight differences
between EXE and DLL versions
Added a grid entry form for matrix class items that can be launched from Add to Sale or Tag for PO,
or within the matrix grid view
New/Copy:
Changed code so user can create a single matrix component by entering a comma after/before the
dimension. This only works if you only have one entry and a comma in any of the dimensions.
Comma can be before or after the dimension. If you have more than one entry and an extra comma,
it works like it does in the old version.
Added code so New matrix will save extended description if one is entered on New Item form.
Added ability to edit a style sheet when loading them from New item form for selection.
Added a prompt to confirm exit if Close is clicked on new item and one of the fields is entered description, dept, cat, supplier.
Saving a matrix (New/Copy) loads the matrix class lookup code in the list so user can immediately
edit the matrix if desired (Ctrl-E). (Ctrl-Y will display the matrix components.)
Copy matrix and "Add to matrix using style sheet" use the saved Custom ILC format if one is saved
with the matrix.
Save the Custom ILC format associated with a Matrix - applies to New matrix, Copy Matrix, Add to
matrix.
Added UCC and MPN fields to the child detail form and opened ILC field for editing
Labels:
Added F12 to allow label printing for regular, matrix class, or assembly items from main list view.
Allow "Enter" to print labels from the label form.
Increased label format options to 9 (Label1 to Label9); only 3 formats are included with Power Ops
Label formats can use these fields: <<StoreName>>, <<ItemLookupCode>>, <<Description>>,
<<ExtDescription>>, <<SubDescription1>>, <<SubDescription2>>, <<SubDescription3>>,
<<Cost>>, <<Price>>, <<PriceA>>, <<PriceB>>, <<PriceC>>, <<MSRP>>, <<SalePrice>>,
<<LastReceived>>, <<LastSold>>, <<BinLocation>>, <<DepartmentCode>>, <<Department>>,
<<CategoryCode>>, <<Category>>, <<PrimSupplierCode>>, <<PrimarySupplier>>,
<<PrimarySRN>>, <<GroupLookupCode>>, <<GroupDescription>>, <<DatePrinted>>
Miscellaneous:
Added "POS" to DLL title so both POS and Manager versions of Power Ops can be run together on
the same PC.
Allow negative RSL in all forms and grids
HQ Specific:
Added ability to perform store check in a HQ setup. Includes store detail form - F2 from SWAT list
or Item detail form.
When the POS version is run in an HQ environment, the New and Copy buttons are hidden and a
Check Store button is shown.
RSL/ROP can be entered when connected to HQ.
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RSL/ROP grid on Item detail form to edit RSL/ROP for all the stores when connected to HQ.
All setup options not applicable to HQ store are disabled when appropriate.
Changed delete of item/matrix so it does not work in an HQ store unless item was just entered and
has no activity. When used against the HQ database, it checks if the item has already been
downloaded to the stores.
February 2006
Power Ops is an expanded all-purpose utility based on our original DRS SWAT Search™ add-in. Key
additions include matrix management and new item creation tools. Power Ops replaces SWAT
Search at stores running that add-in. Expanded features include:
Setup defaults:
Notes added to 'Search by' Includes
Expanded setup parameters include Prompt for Qty, Y/X Matrix View, Reason for Qty entry, Style
Sheets, Custom ILC formats, and Default New/Copy Rules
Assign a margin/markup table to calculate regular price with rounding
Assign price calculators for A-B-C and lower/upper bound prices with rounding
Create/edit items:
Auto-generate item lookup codes based on pre-defined formats
Create style sheets to easily manage matrix items in 1-3 dimensions
Add child items at the same time the parent item is created
Add additional dimensions to matrix items in 3 easy ways
Change matrix item descriptions in batch mode
Build matrix style sheets from your existing items in seconds
Add/copy new items using an intelligent quick form that allows complete data entry in one screen
Enter multiple dimensions in seconds through style sheets (advanced matrix management)
Delete and item or matrix with associated component items
Search/Find:
SRN added to Quick Scan
Search for exact string (=)
Search for multiple strings separated by commas (,)
Limit listing to items on PO's (open or partial)
Check stock availability at participating suppliers (requires DRS Linker™)
Display/View:
View on order items (open or partial PO's that have been placed)
Instantly recall items by type including matrix class, matrix components, non-inventory, assemblies,
or serialized
View on order details for items from POS
Display pictures in large or small format with Notes
Add/edit SRN for an item
View all items details from one screen with drill-down to Alias, Offline, Member Of, and Supplier/
SRN entries
View matrix class items by total units or detailed matrix grids
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Configuration

1.3.1

Add Button to POS
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If you did not perform this step during installation select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions,
DRS Power Ops, Add Button to POS.

Click on Add Button and a confirmation will appear.

Exit POS (if already running) and return to POS. The Custom POS Button should appear on the right
side of the screen.

If Custom POS Buttons are not visible on your screen press Ctrl-F6 Screen and select the Transaction
Screen tab. Check off the display option and enter a percentage relative to your screen resolution
(typically 12-18%).
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Click OK to display your settings.

1.3.2

Database connect
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS Power Ops,
Power Ops.
Once Power Ops loads select Database, Connect.

This will pop-up the login window (unless another DRS utility has already been installed and configured
on the same PC).

Database Login:
Server: Name of your RMS server. Use (Local) if Power Ops is installed on the PC where your RMS
database resides.
User Name: SQL Server User Name (default = sa)
Password: SQL Server Password for above user. Your SQL database password is created when you first
installed MSDE or SQL Server.
Database: The name of your RMS database (located under RMS Administrator, File, Configure).
Connection Timeout: 15 should be fine; increase if you have a slow network connection.
Click on Connect to confirm connection. If successful you will be returned to the main screen.
NOTE: The initial entry of database connections settings will update these settings for all DRS
applications currently installed. Subsequent changes will need to be entered for each application on an
individual basis.
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Registration
From your Windows Desktop select Start, Programs, Digital Retail Solutions, DRS Power Ops,
Power Ops.
Once Power Ops loads select About, Register.

This will pop-up the registration key entry window.

IMPORTANT: Your company information must be correct before requesting a registration key. To edit
your company information select Store Operations Manager, File, Configuration, Store tab. For an
HQ key select HeadQuarters Manager, File, Configuration, Accounts tab, Billing Statement
Return Address. Make sure company name, city, state, zip, and phone number are correct. There is a
charge to re-issue a registration key for an incorrect address or change of address.
RMS v1.x: Your serial number will begin with QC for Store Operations or QH for Headquarters.
RMS v2.x: Your serial number will be an alphanumeric entry.
Serial Number: If your serial number is not listed correctly, you must first connect to your database.
To secure a license key, click on the envelope icon
and follow the instructions to email your serial
number and company information to register@digitalretailer.com.
Key: When you receive your registration key, insert the key into the box provided and select Save. This
will license all PCs running the same version of the application on the local network.
Expiration: Date shown will indicate the last day the software will run without renewing the license, To
renew, click the envelope icon

and follow the instructions.

NOTE: The expiry date will show in the title bar of the application when 30 days are remaining and start
blinking when 15 days are left. The registration form will appear when 5 days are remaining. You should
renew your license during this period to ensure continued operation. Click the envelope key and follow
the instructions. The expiry date is also displayed in the About form.
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NOTE: If you are installing a DRS bundle and connect to a Store Operations database, you can enter the
master key and it will be saved for all applications in the bundle that support a master key. If you
subsequently connect to a HeadQuarters database, you must enter the registration key for each DRS
application even if it is the master key.
IMPORTANT: This application is licensed by workstation count as defined in Store Operations
Manager, Databases, Registers, Register List. The count is listed in upper right. Additional licensing
fees apply if you move from one count bracket to another (1 PC, 2 PCs, 3-5 PCs, 6-10 PCs, 11-15 PCs,
etc.). A new license key is also required.

1.3.4

Item Captions
Power Ops is designed to work with matrix items where Sub-Description 1, 2 and 3 are assigned
captions such as Size, Color, and Brand or Size, Color, Style. If you are using these fields for other
functions you may need a customized version of Power Ops. Contact our Support office by email for
details.
To label the sub-description fields select Manager, File, Configuration, Captions button, Item tab.

You will also need to enable Show previously defined Item SubDescriptions under Manager, File,
Configuration, Options, Item options.
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Setup
Setup options in Power Ops allow you to fine tune your find rules, search criteria, and list view options.
Each workstation on your network can have different settings to accommodate personal or usage
requirements. Proper setup will improve the efficiency of using Power Ops.
NOTE: Setup options vary depending on whether you are running the Manager or POS version of Power
Ops. For example, Add to Sale is only available from POS while Tag for PO is only available in
Manager.
You can define default Find rules such as In Stock Only or Show Cost, plus define how the Enter key
and Double-click work in list views.
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Default Find Rules
Disable SubDescr. Filters -- Select this option to disable the sub-description combo box filters at the
top of the Find screen. If you are not using sub-descriptions in your item database, this will speed up
searches.
In Stock Only -- Select this option to display in stock items only by default. If enabled, you can uncheck
this option on the SWAT Search tab to add the out of stock items to the list.
Quick Scan -- Select this option to enable quick scan by ILC, SRN, and Alias by default. If enabled you
can uncheck this option on the SWAT Search tab to search by other criteria. If QuickAdd is enable in
Default New/Copy Rules, Quick Scan is enabled by default.
Show Cost (Ctrl-W) -- Uncheck this option to hide wholesale cost, margin, and dates last received/sold
from detailed views. To toggle this data on/off when this option is disabled, press Ctrl-W when viewing
item details.
Disable Supplier Catalog Search -- This option is available when Power Ops is connected to a
database that contains supplier product catalog information for quick import. You can disable this
function on workstations where importing should not be allowed. The import feature is only available for
industries where DRS has added links to support participating suppliers. For more information contact
jumpstart@digitalretailer.com.
Display Large Picture -- Select this option to force large picture view by default. Large picture view will
display the image in its default pixel size.
Allow sale if Qty <=0 -- Select this option if you want to allow sales of items whose quantity is less
than or equal to zero. If disabled, you will receive the warning message below indicating a Layaway or
Workorder must be assigned first.
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Prompt for Qty -- will cause a quantity entry box to display whenever an item is tagged or if the
highlighted item is added to sale in POS.

Matrix: Default -- Enable this checkbox if you want the list view in SWAT Search to display matrix
class items by default.
Y/X View -- This option flips the grid view for matrix items from the default of X/Y. Example: If you used
dimension 1 for sizes and dimension 2 for colors, the default grid view will list sizes down and colors
across. This option would list colors down and sizes across. You can change this on-the-fly in the grid,
but this setting determines the default.
Maximized Grid Form -- Enable this option to force matrix grids to full screen mode during normal use.
Enter on Item = -- You can decide what action is taken when an item is highlighted in the list view and
<Enter> is pressed. Choices include None, Add to Sale (POS version only), Picture, Tag/Untag, and
View.
Double-click on Item = -- You can decide what action is taken when an item is highlighted in list view
on double-click. Choices include None, Add to Sale (POS version), Picture, Tag/Untag, and View.
Load list upon: -- Select this option to control when list views are generated. Choices include Startup,
Dept select, Category select, or Refresh (F5). Startup will load all items immediately when Power Ops is
run. If you have a large item database you will likely want to use Dept select, Category select, or the
Refresh option. These setting prevent list views from loading immediately. This speeds up multiple
searches since the list view will not load until triggered by your setting. Refresh (F5) is the highest
setting where list views will not appear until you click the Refresh button or press F5.
Reason for Qty entry: -- allows you to select which inventory adjustment reason code is logged when
item quantities are included with new item adds. Reason codes are defined in Store Operations
Manager, Database, Reason Codes. Define a reason code such as "Starting Inventory" and select
Type: Inventory Manual Adjustment. This entry will be logged under the item's history record if a quantity
is entered during the new item creation process.
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Product Info: -- this option only appears for Horizon Hobby dealers and allows you to select which link
is used for the Info button on the Pictures form; consumer link goes to Horizon's public website for
consumers and dealer link goes to the Fastserve website for ordering

Search by ILC/Description - Include

You can define whether normal text searched in the ILC and Description columns parse Alias, Ext.
Description, and Notes fields. Not checking these options can speed up searches, especially if you
have a large item database. If you are not using these fields in RMS, there is no reason to enable these
options.
Style Sheets

You can define style sheets for use with matrix items. Click View to list the current style sheets or
define new ones.
Default to Details -- sets the style sheet import rule to use dimension details rather than abbreviations
for style sheet entries. You can change this on-the-fly when creating new items in the New/Copy forms,
but if you rely on details more often than abbreviations you should enable this checkbox.
List Options

Grid Lines -- allows you to set line separators between rows and columns in list view. Choices include
Horizontal (rows), Vertical (columns), or Both.
Alt. Row background -- allows you to define the background color for alternate rows in the list view
(greenbar emulation). Choices include None, Green, Grey, Turquoise, Yellow.
Custom ILCs

You can define Item Lookup Code formats to use when creating new items. This feature auto-generates
ILCs based on rules you define. Click View to list the current formats or to define new ones.
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Default New/Copy Rules

Select ILC Option -- allows you to define which item lookup code scheme is deployed for new item
adds. Options include A, AC, AS, Custom ILC Default, or User Defined. The A, AC, and AS options
require DRS AutoGen. A will autogenerate a sequential number. AC will create a categorized code plus
sequential number. AS will create a sequential code with a Supplier Code prefix. If you want the ability to
auto-generate ILCs in RMS outside of Power Ops, you need DRS AutoGen. If you did not purchase this
add-in with Power Ops, contact your RMS reseller for more information.
Markup/Margin -- allows you to define a retail price calculator for new items adds. This calculator can
also be applied to the retail price in the Item Details screen.
Price Calc. -- allows you to define a price calculator for generating ABC prices or upper and lower bound
price with rounding.
Require Category -- will enforce category selection before a new item can be saved. Dept is always
required.
Convert text to CAPS -- will capitalize text entered in all entry boxes on New or Copy forms.
Available on web -- will cause this checkbox to be enabled by default on the New or Copy forms.
Add SubDescr -- will cause sub-descriptions to be appended to the base description of a component
item when creating matrix items in the matrix grid.
Suppress matrix prompt -- will bypass the warning message box on the New/Copy forms when
creating matrix items.
Disable MPN -- will grey out the MPN (Manufacturer Part Number) entry box on the New/Copy and Child
forms; hides MPN column on New matrix, matrix Copy, Add to matrix, and matrix Edit forms.
QuickAdd -- if checked this option will force F12 Print when new items are added to the database with
quantity entered, prompting the user to immediately print price labels (supported Cognitive or Zebra
barcode printer required).
Enabling QuickAdd will also enable Quick Scan. Together these two options allow you to quickly import
new items if your RMS database is linked to supplier product catalogs. The import feature is only
available for industries where DRS Linker™ supports participating suppliers. For more information
contact jumpstart@digitalretailer.com. This option also supports F4 catalog search from SWAT Search
when linked supplier catalogs are present.
Horizon: Retail Price -- this option is only visible if Horizon Hobby catalog data is present (requires
DRS Linker-Hobby); selections include Calculate only, MAP-MSRP-Calc, or MSRP-MAP-Calc.The latter
two options work in cascading fashion based on availability of MAP and MSRP.
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Set Price A to MAP -- this option is only visible if Horizon Hobby catalog data is present (requires DRS
Linker-Hobby); enable this checkbox if you want Price Level A to be set to MAP while importing items (if
MAP price is available)
When you exit the Setup tab you will be prompted to save your changes.

1.3.5.1

Style Sheets
Style sheets are used to save matrix dimensions in arrays that can be reused to create new items. Style
sheets can be defined using 1, 2, or 3 dimensions. A matrix item does not need to be associated with a
style sheet, but expanded functions to manage matrices are available when this association is
established.

We suggest that you establish some rules and guidelines to maintain a logical set of style sheets. For
example, if you want to create a style sheet comprised of common clothing sizes using dimension 1,
you should try to use dimension 1 for size in other style sheets. If you randomly assign sizes to
dimensions 1, 2, or 3, it will be more difficult to search for items by the size attribute. This does not
prohibit you from mixing and matching sheets. For example, you could create one style sheet comprised
of sizes and colors and another sheet for sizes and flavors.
If you assign your style sheets by dept/category, you can further organize how style sheets are
deployed. For example, clothing styles such as short sleeve, long sleeve, and tank top would not be
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appropriate for use in the accessory or hardware dept. You can create as many different style sheets as
you like, but the more time you spend organizing sheets into logical arrays, the easier it will be to deploy
them for your business.
TIP: Style sheets defined by Supplier (Brand) is an easy way to organize separate style sheets for
similar products. For example, one brand may only come in sizes S thru XL and 5 possible colors, while
another supplier's products are available in XXS thru XXL and 20 possible colors. You want your style
sheets to be broad enough to use across multiple products, but not so broad that they become
unmanageable or difficult to use.
Import allows you to generate style sheets from your existing matrix items. If you are already running
RMS you should use this option first before adding any new style sheets.
Add creates a new style sheet comprised of the name, associated dept/category, plus titles and
dimensions.
Edit allows you to view and change the highlighted style sheet's properties including name, dept/
category assignment, titles, and number of dimensions in use.
Copy allows you to quickly clone a new style sheet from an existing one, removing any dimensions you
don't need, or renaming the dimension entries generated.
Details will display the highlighted style sheet's dimensions and allow you to remove or add new ones.
WARNING: RMS v2.0 does not support gaps in dimensions for matrix items. If you will be creating style
sheets that only use dimension 2 or 3, or 2 and 3 only, or 1 and 3 only, you need to make sure any
missing dimension has a placeholder you can select such as a period or dash. Otherwise you will
receive errors when displaying matrix items in RMS.

1.3.5.1.1 Import

To import a style sheet select a dept/category then click Import. Or accept all departments and
categories and select a supplier on the next screen.

In this example we are going to import a style sheet using all items in the Infant dept (all categories). The
next screen shows all dimensions currently in use by matrix items in the Infant dept.
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If you are happy with the results as is you can name the style sheet and save it. Or you can now further
refine the style sheet to exclude dimensions you don't want saved or rearrange entries to appear in
different columns.
The supplier dropdown box allows you to quickly create style sheets for specific suppliers based on their
items only.

Fabrikam is the only supplier for the Infant dept at the moment, but other suppliers may be added in the
future. We'll select Fabrikam in this example and create a style sheet using items on file from Fabrikam.
You also have the option to further refine your style sheet by selecting a matrix class item (model).

In most cases you will likely leave this option at the All Matrix Items setting so the style sheet can be
used for multiple items in the same dept/category from the same supplier. In this example the result is:
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Click on Import to save your style sheet. This creates a style sheet for Fabrikam Pajamas for use in the
Infant Dept.
You will also be prompted to associate this style sheet with the Fabrikam pajamas on file.

This makes it easy to add additional dimensions, such as new sizes, colors, or styles, as they become
available. Associating a style sheet to an item also ensures you can use SWAT Search to view the
matrix grid in the style sheet's sort order. Otherwise the grid view will be sorted alphabetically or
numerically.
You can further refine your style sheet in the Details view which is the next screen to appear.

1.3.5.1.2 Details

Details displays your style sheet for further editing. The first thing you want to do is add abbreviations
then rank the dimensions. In this example a style sheet was created by importing dimensions from
Fabrikam pajamas on file. However, the style sheet could just have easily been created from scratch.
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Adding abbreviations will allow you to quickly generate new matrix items and associated descriptions
using either the detail or abbreviation text. In this example we have filled in the abbreviations for Size and
Color, and left Style entries at the detail level.

TIP: If you want to duplicate entries in the Abbr and Detail column, you can right-click and use the copy/
paste options.
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In this example we'll copy the Style column entries for Detail to the Abbr column.

Next we will rank the Size column entries to provide a logical order. We do this by clicking on an entry
we want to move, then clicking on the up/down arrow
either the Abbr, Detail, or Rank cell to move that line.

above the Rank column. You can highlight

In this example, Large, Medium, and Small were previously listed in alphabetical order, but are now listed
as Small, Medium, and Large. Ranking the Size dimension makes it easier to place orders for this
product or view the matrices in a grid. You can use this method to emulate an order form in use by your
suppliers (paper based or online order entry).
In other cases you may want to rank your entries alphabetically. Use the AZ button
select Abbr or Detail, ascending or descending.

to do this and

Also notice the instructions in blue at the bottom of the Details screen to insert or delete an entry, or add
a new row to the bottom of any column.
When you are satisfied with the results, click Close to save your edits. A warning will appear if you have
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not defined abbreviations and/or details for all entries.

You do not need to define abbreviations for all dimensions, or include details for all abbreviations, but this
warning will alert you of this condition in case you missed something. Click No to save entries as listed
or click Yes to return to the details form and complete your edits. When finished your style sheet will
appear in the main list view.

In our example notice that Fabrikam has been spelled wrong in the style sheet name. To fix, choose Edit
and make your correction.
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Editing a style sheet allows you to change the name, dept/category association, title of each dimension
column, or which dimensions are retained.
1.3.5.1.3 Add/Edit

Click the Add button to create a new style sheet from scratch. Enter a name, assign a dept/category
(optional), select how many dimensions will be used, and change the title entries as necessary.

The dimension titles will default to the Item Captions defined in Manager, but each style sheet can have
different titles depending on intended use and product lines.
Click the Edit button to modify an existing style sheet's name, dept/category assignment, dimension
titles, or active dimensions.
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1.3.5.1.4 Copy

Use the Copy button to clone an existing style sheet, then edit the style sheet properties and details
and save the results under a different name. In the following example we'll copy the Fabrikam Pajamas
style sheet and use it to create a new style sheet for Fabrikam sleepers.

First enter a name for your new style sheet, assign a dept/category association (if desired), then select
which dimensions you want copied. In this example Fabrikam sleepers require the same 3 dimensions
as Fabrikam pajamas (Size, Color, Style) but each dimension requires further editing. Click Copy to
continue.
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Sleepers come in infant sizes by month range, such as 0-6 and 6-12, and different colors than the
pajamas, plus we'll use Style in this case to indicate type (zipper or snaps). The results of our first
column edits are shown below.

To expedite changes we right-click on a cell and select Copy all Detail to Abbreviations.

If some dimension cells are already populated, you will be prompted to overwrite them.
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Answer Yes to overwrite all entries. Answer No to skip the populated entries.
Our completed style sheet looks like this.

Click Close to save the new style sheet and exit.

1.3.5.2

Custom ILCs
Custom ILCs are used to define rules to auto-generate item lookup codes for the New/Copy forms on
the SWAT Search tab.
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You can define formats for use with standard items and/or matrix items. You can also assign one format
to use as the default. The default entry will be used with the New/Copy form if you select Custom ILC as
your default ILC option in Setup.
Select Add to create a new format. You will be presented with a form to name your format and define a
standard format, matrix format, or both. To start the process enter a name and select the first option for
the format type you wish to create.

A custom ILC is comprised of a sequence of defined fragments called options. The combination of these
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options determine what rules are applied to generate the ILC.
The options for a Standard Format include:

In our example we will create a standard format and matrix format for use with most items and assign it
as the default. However, you can define multiple custom ILC formats and use them interchangeably when
adding new items to your database.
For example, you may want to auto-generate ILCs based on dept/category codes and a sequential
numbers. We are using the RMS sample database for our example where dept codes are 3 digit
numbers (ex. 100) and category codes are two letter abbreviations (ex. DV).
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The custom ILC format we'll define in our example will be dept code (length of 3) + category code (length
of 2) + 4 digit sequential number. Keep in mind the character length of the option you define should be
set high enough to produce unique results.

The above screen shows Department Code was selected and set to a Length of 3, then Add was
clicked.
Next Category Code is selected, length set to 2, followed by Sequential number, set to 4. The results
are:

This will produce a Standard ILC format with a total possible length of 9 characters.
Note that the Insert and Remove buttons can be used to modify your format.
To insert an option place the cursor before or after the separator line | and click Insert.
To remove an option highlight a portion of the option you want to delete and click Remove.
Also notice you can use separator options such as +, -, or / to produce ILCs such as 100-DV-0001
rather than the above example that would create 100DV0001.
Next we will create a format for use with matrix items. Matrix Format includes two formats. One for use
with the matrix Class code, and the other for matrix Component codes.

The options for a Matrix Class Format include:
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The options for a Matrix Component Format include:

We'll use the same steps outlined above for Standard Format to create a Class format consisting of
Category Code + User Entry + Sequential number. User Entry can be deployed whenever you want
to insert a portion of the ILC during item creation. We'll use this feature to insert the manufacturer's style
number for the product when we create a new item matrix.

Also notice we inserted a dash (-) between User Entry and Sequential Number. This will create an ILC
such as DV1234-01 where 1234 is the unique style code entered during item creation. This code might
be sourced from on the invoice, packing slip, or supplier's product catalog.
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Next we'll define a Component format using the Class format we just defined as a base plus a 3 digit
sequential number. This would allow up to 999 variations in any matrix grid.

This format will create a matrix component ILC comprised of the Matrix Class Code followed by a 3 digit
number, such as DV1234-01001.
From an end-user's perspective the item code consists of the Development category (DV), plus product
style code entry 1234), plus two digit sequential number (01), plus 3 digit sequential number (001).
Sequential numbers ensure ILCs created will be unique for the range specified. In the example above
each product style code entered could have up to 99 possible entries (2 digits), and each component
matrix generated could contain up to 999 entries (3 digits).
Special use Options for Component ILCs:
The Matrix Class Code option will insert the Class format into the format for the Component item. If you
want to use this option you should make sure your Class format is kept as short as possible. Keep in
mind RMS price labels will render your ILCs in barcode format. While RMS allows you to create ILCs up
to 25 characters in length, we suggest 16-17 characters as the maximum length. Above 16-17
characters the barcode may not fit onto the label or scan correctly.
SubDesc 1, 2, 3 are best deployed when abbreviations have been defined for style sheets so the
subscription fields are short. Otherwise the length required to produce a unique entry may be too long for
practical use.
NOTE: There are many combinations possible when creating custom ILC formats. This process requires
some forethought and you need to factor in everything from dept/category/supplier code lengths to
supplier reorder numbers to label printing. Some brands and suppliers may need a special custom ILC
format to work well for those products. You also need to consider how these codes will list in searches
and reports.
1.3.5.2.1 Edit/Copy

You can edit existing formats to change the format sequence or copy existing formats to quickly
generate new ones.
Click Edit to modify an existing Custom ILC format. Make your changes and select Save.
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Click Copy to clone an existing Custom ILC format to make a similar format.

Enter a new name and click Copy then make your changes to the new format before saving.
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1.3.5.3

Markup/Margin
The Markup/Margin table allows you to auto-generate retail price based on a markup schedule you
define.
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You can toggle between Markup and Margin view.
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Rounding options include Nearest, Up, Down or End with.
1.3.5.4

Price Calc
The price calculator can be used to auto-generate alternate prices based on rules you define.
Options include Disabled, Price, Cost, User Entry, or MSRP. A formula can be applied such as +/- a
percentage or +/- a dollar amount.
Rounding options include Nearest, Up, Down or End with.
For example, the screen below shows Price A set to 10% off retail price, Price B at retail minus $5,
and Price C at cost plus 15%. Lower Bound is disabled and Upper Bound has been set to MSRP.
Rounding has been set to the Nearest .99.
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NOTE: Round To Nearest .01 is effectively equal to no rounding.

1.3.6

HQ install/multiple instances
In an HQ environment (multi-store) you may need to run different instances of Power Ops connected to
the Store Operations and HQ database on the same workstation. For example, at your main store
location you may want a back office PC to have access to the HQ database for creating new items and
the Store Operations database for managing purchase orders for the main store. You can accomplish
this task by creating an additional Power Ops shortcut using a command line switch.
Steps to add a new shortcut with command line switch:
1. Right-click on the existing Power Ops shortcut and select Copy.
2. Right-click on a blank area of the desktop and select Paste Shortcut.
3. Right-click on new shortcut and select Rename.
4. Rename your shortcut (ex. Power Ops for HQ).
5. Right-click on new shortcut and select Properties.
6. Edit the Target command line and append a value higher than 1 to the end of the line.
Example: "C:\DRS\DRS Power Ops\DRSPowerOps.exe" 2
7. Run the new shortcut and select Database, Connect.
8. Enter the correct database name for the second instance.
Example: <HQdatabasename> if your standard shortcut connects to your Store Operations database.
Notice that instances running with a command line switch higher than 0 will show the database
connection setting in the title bar.
Example:

If you prefer to see this database connection setting in your other shortcut, add a command line switch
to that shortcut as well. Switch 0 and 1 are treated as the base instance. Only a value above 1 will allow
you to specify different settings in Database, Connect. In our example if you wanted both shortcuts to
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display their database connections, you could enter 1 as the command line switch for the second
instance.
Since each instance stores its own Setup options, you can configure Power Ops differently for each
instance. You could, for example, set different alternating colors to list views to help distinguish one
instance from another.
NOTE: To deploy two instances of Power Ops connected to HQ and Store Operations databases, only
one instance can use a master registration key. The other instance will need the individual Power Ops
registration key. Master key are issued if you have purchased one of our bundled suites, such as RMS
Toolkit or the Bicycle Bundle.

1.4

Operation

1.4.1

General
You can press Esc on any form to return to the previous form, or to exit the program from the main
screen.
Columns can be sized to view all data in that column. Hover over the separator line between columns
with your mouse and the cursor will change to a cross with left-right arrows.

Right-click and drag the column to fit, or double-click on the cross to auto-size the column to its longest
entry.
To reset the list view to its default column width settings, press F8.
This application includes hot keys to support fast keyboard operation of menus, buttons, and screen
layout.
To view this list of shortcuts in Power Ops, click the key icon

in SWAT Search.

F2 -- Check stock in single store (at participating suppliers); Check stores in multi-store (HeadQuarters)
F3 -- Clear string search entry boxes without affecting combo box selections
F4 -- Show supplier catalog search (industry specific); requires DRS Linker
F5 -- Refresh list view; useful when database changes have occurred on other stations
F6 -- Reset search criteria and clears any list views
F8 -- Reset column width to the default settings on list views
F12 -- Print labels for selected item
Del -- Delete selected entry if no activity on file
Ctrl-W -- Toggle show/hide Wholesale cost on item detail views (if Show Cost is not enabled in Setup)
Ctrl-T -- Display the Tagged list in SWAT Search if any items are currently tagged
Ctrl-A -- tag All allowable items in the list view for Tag for PO; only works when @ or < ROP filter is
enabled
Ctrl-U -- Untag all tagged items
Ctrl-E -- Edit matrix when a matrix class item is selected
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Ctrl-S -- toggles list view to display Serialized items based on current filters
Ctrl-K -- toggles list view to display Kit items based on current filters
Ctrl-N -- toggles list view to display Non-Inventory items based on current filters
Ctrl-B -- toggles list view to display Assembly items based on current filters
Ctrl-M -- toggles list view to display Matrix Class items based on current filters
Ctrl-X -- toggles list view to display Matrix Components based on current filters
Ctrl-Y -- toggles between matrix class or components for a selected matrix item
TIP: Toggle list views for SWAT Search revert back to display All item types when pressed again.
Right-click options are also available for list view entries in SWAT Search. These options will vary
depending on the type of item selected.
Example (matrix class item):

Hot keys also include Alt-X combinations for menu and button options.

Example: Alt-V for View, Alt-C for Close
If you do not see underlined characters on most buttons and options it means this feature is set to
hidden in Windows. To enable this feature go to Display Properties, select the Appearance tab, then
the Effects button. Make sure "Hide underlined letters for keyboard.." is unchecked.
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Bright blue text is used whenever a checkbox option has been enabled to aid quick identification.
Dark blue text is used for instructional messages.
We welcome and encourage your feedback to help us improve this application. Please send your
comments and suggestions, or any problem reports, to our Suggestions box.

1.4.2

SWAT Search (POS)
SWAT Search includes intelligent search logic to help you locate items without the need to define
multiple search fields. We've combined functions from both Lookup and Find in RMS and added features
to assist pre-sales, sales, and general product inquiries. SWAT stands for Sell What's Available Today.
Quick search options built into SWAT Search include combo box filters, text string search with Quick
Scan option, price range search, and checkbox options.
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TIP: To view all items with default setup options press F6 Clear, then F5 Refresh. This will load your
entire product list of active items.
NOTE: Sale price column and On Sale Only checkbox work for items with start/stop sale dates. The
only scheduled sale option supported by DRS add-ins is an entry labeled 'Permanent Markdown'
configured as active for all days/times.
List view columns include ILC, Type, Description, SubDescription 1, SubDescription 2,
SubDescription 3, Available, Retail Price, Sale Price, and SRN. SubDescription titles will reflect
the captions your have defined for item sub-descriptions in RMS.
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Combo Box Filters
The combo box selections include Department, Category, SubDescription 1 (Size), SubDescription
2 (Color), SubDescription 3 (Brand), Suppliers, and Types (Standard, Serialized, Kit, Gasoline,
Weighed, Voucher, Non-Inventory, Assembly, Matrix Class, Matrix Component).

Combo box filters can be selected individually or in combination. When a department or dept/category is
selected, succeeding filters will be limited to the associated entries on file. Example: If you select a
category that contains items in size S, M, L, and XL, those will be the only entries listed under Size
selection. If you select a category that contains only items in red and blue, those colors will be the only
entries under Color.
TIP: The item type combo includes hot keys for quick access to serialized, kit, non-inventory, assembly,
matrix class, and matrix components.

NOTE: Sub-description combo boxes will list all possible entries for a selected category. You cannot
limit colors to those that come in specific sizes or vice versa. However, you can view all sizes, colors, or
brands associated with a particular category. You can also enter multiple string values in the text search
box to limit search results to specific entries within a sub-description.
You can also use combo boxes in combination with checkboxes. Selected filters will be highlighted in
blue.
Example:

Quick Scan -- Select this checkbox to restrict searches to ILC, Alias, and SRN only. This is useful if
you will be scanning a series of items in to view details or print a label.
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NOTE: Quick Scan searches ILC, Alias, and SRN only irrespective of which column sort may be active.
& logic is also disabled when this checkbox is selected.
String Search
By default Search by parses both Description and ILC and lists items sorted by description, but you can
search by other columns such as sub-descriptions 1-3 by clicking on the column header in the list view
first.
SWAT Search can perform both progressive and exclusive searches. If a list view is present, typing in
the first few characters will jump to the first matching entry (progressive search). Typing in a text string
followed by <Enter> will limit the listing to only items matching the text string (exclusive search). The
separators % and & are also supported to help you narrow the results. The equal sign = can be used to
execute an exact search and commas provide for multiple values in the same search. A tilde (~) can be
used to execute a "begins with" search.
Examples:
girl will immediately jump to and highlight the first entry starting with the letters girl.
superpro <Enter> will locate and list only items with superpro in ILC, Description (plus Alias, Ext.
Description, and Notes if enabled in Setup).
15002 <Enter> will locate and list only this ILC (this also works if the item's barcode is scanned).
girl%red will locate any items with girl followed by red within ILC, Description (plus Alias, Ext.
Description, and Notes if enabled in Setup). You can also search sub-description columns
exclusively by clicking on the associated column header.
girl&red will locate any items with girl and red in ILC, Description (and Alias, Ext. Description and
Notes if enabled in Setup) or girl in ILC, Description (and Alias, Ext. Description, and Notes if
enabled in Setup) and red within Sub-descriptions 1-3, irrespective of which column you are
searching in.
=15002 will locate an exact match on ILC or full description. This is handy when you are trying to zero
in on one item when other items contain a portion of the same text string.
15,16 will locate multiple occurrences of different values. Example: Sub-description2 might contain the
sizes 15" and 16". By separating those values by commas, both entries would be found.
~acc will locate items that begin with "acc" in ILC or description. This is useful if your ILCs contain a
meaningful prefix or your descriptions are formatted based on rules.
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Available column indicates Qty In Stock minus Qty Committed (orders) + Qty Pending (received/not
committed). You can mouse-over this column to view the numbers behind this calculation, plus view the
On Order quantity.

Sale Price will only list if a sale price is active. You can mouse-over this column to view start/stop dates
or discount schedule.

Mouse-over Description to view Ext. Description (if present for the item).

Clicking on the Item Lookup Code column will switch Search mode to ILC/Description (from
Description/ILC).
You can also search by sub-description columns exclusively or sort a list by clicking on a column
header.
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.
Price Range Search
To locate items by price range enter a dollar figure or an upper and lower bound range into the
appropriate text box. A price range must be separated by a dash. Less than or greater than can be
expressed using > and < or + and -.
Examples: 500, 600-800, >1000, <500, +1000, -500

All results will be based on +/- 10% of the dollar value(s) entered. This ensures items priced at $180 are
displayed if you enter $200 (10% less than 200) or $1100 if you enter $1000 (10% more than 1000).
TIP: For fastest operation review the shortcut keys and hot keys under the General topic. To view these
keys at any time, click the key icon

.

Checkbox Options
Checkbox options include In Stock Only, Include Non-Inventory Items, On Order Only, On Sale
Only, and Include Inactive.

@ or < ROP will also appear as a checkbox option when Power Ops is run in Manager or standalone.
See SWAT Search (Manager).
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Once you locate the item you are looking for you can click Picture (if active), Add to Sale (in POS) or
Tag for PO (in Manager), or View.

NOTE: Picture link can display your associated website cart page if you are a SmartEtailing.com client
with Special Order Catalog enabled. For setup instructions see JumpStart Help (Operation, JumpStart,
Supplier File, QBP).
1.4.2.1

Check Store
When the POS version is run in an HQ environment, the New and Copy buttons are hidden and a Check
Store button is shown.

Check Store will display stocking information for all store locations when Power Ops is run in a HQ
environment (multi-store). Data is accurate as of the last time each store connected to HQ.

Check Stock -- allows you to check warehouse availability at participating suppliers. Suppliers
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interested in providing this service to their retailers should contact jumpstart@digitalretailer.com for more
information.
Example:

NOTE: The Check Stock button will not be visible unless at least one supported supplier is identified in
the RMS database.
Details -- displays quantity and price information for the highlighted store location.
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Check Stock
Check Stock -- allows you to check warehouse availability at participating suppliers. Suppliers
interested in providing this service to their retailers should contact jumpstart@digitalretailer.com for more
information.
This feature is active in both the main list view of SWAT Search (POS or Manager) by highlighting an
item and pressing F2, or in the Check Store form when installed in a multi-store environment with HQ.
Example:
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NOTE: The Check Stock button will not be visible unless at least one supported supplier is identified in
the RMS database.
1.4.2.3

View Item Details
The SWAT Search tab in Power Ops includes a concise Item Details view that displays all pertinent
data on one screen. Editable fields are shown in white.
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access Aliases, On Order, Offline status, Margin, Member Of, and Supplier

Examples:
Aliases:
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To add a new alias click Add. If the alias already exists on file you will be prompted to move the alias to
the current item.
To delete an alias, highlight the entry and press the Delete key.
NOTE: Alias entry or deletion from the POS version of Power Ops is restricted to cashiers with Manager
Rights.
On Order:

Offline:
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Margin:

Member Of:
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Items can be members of a Matrix (M), Lot Matrix (LM), or Assembly (A). Click View to display the
matrix grid for a type M or A listing.
NOTE: Only matrix and assembly views are supported in the current release.
Member of contains an X button option which can be clicked to remove the item's association with a
matrix.

Supplier:
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To add a new supplier click Add. To remove a supplier, highlight the entry and press the Delete key.
Double-clicking on a checkbox in the Primary column will set the entry as the primary supplier. If the
primary supplier is deleted, the first alternate supplier will be set as the primary.
NOTE: Supplier Reorder Number editing from the POS version of Power Ops is restricted to cashiers
with Manager Rights.

Active sale prices are shown in red. Mouse-over the Sale Price to reveal start/stop date or discount
schedule.

You can specify or edit a Sale price based on the following validation rules.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Sale price is required for items on sale
Sale start or sale end date is required if option 1 is picked (sale period)
Sale start date cannot be after sale end date if both dates are entered
Schedule is required if option 2 is picked (sale schedule); see NOTE below
Manager rights are required in POS version to edit sale price

NOTE: The only scheduled sale option supported by DRS add-ins is an entry labeled 'Permanent
Markdown' configured as active for all days/times.
Received/Not Committed indicates quantity received on a purchase order that has not yet been
committed. This feature supports receiving products from packing lists when you need to wait for an
invoice to finalize purchase order costs and prices.
Cost, Margin, Date Last Received, Date Last Sold are hidden unless Show Cost is enabled in Setup
and View Cost rights is enabled for the cashier login (POS only). If not shown, Ctrl-W will toggle these
fields on/off.

Item Details supports printing of price labels, check stock, displaying a picture, and adding the item to
the POS sales screen.
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To print a barcode label, click Label (Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron printers only).
Check Stock is reserved for use with DRS Linker™ to verify product availability at supplier warehouses.
This feature works with participating suppliers in the bicycle industry (US based). Suppliers interested in
providing this service to their retailers should contact jumpstart@digitalretailer.com for more information.
Add to Sale is only active when Power Ops is run in POS using the custom POS button.
If items have been tagged the "Add to" button will proceed to the tagged list view.

1.4.2.3.1 Picture/Picture icon

The Picture button will not be active unless an image filename or URL is defined for the selected item.
The picture icon
in upper left of the form will be greyed
unless a picture link is present. Clicking
on this icon will allow you to enter a picture link or locate an image in the Pictures folder.
Example:

Click on the ellipsis
to select an image. The default location for images is the Pictures folder defined
in Store Operations Administrator, File, Configuration, Paths tab. If you select an image from a
different folder it will be copied to the Pictures folder.
NOTE: If you enter a URL instead of file name, the URL must not exceed 50 characters. URLs must also
start with www or http.
You can click on the picture icon
to preview the image. Double-clicking on the picture image will
toggle between large and small views.
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NOTE: An Info button will appear if system is configured for Horizon Hobby or Quality Bicycle Products.
This button links to more product info on the Web. QBP link only works for SmartEtailing.com users with
SOC enabled (QBP Special Order Catalog) and DRS JumpStart configured for SOC search page.
1.4.2.3.2 Label

The Label option in Power Ops works with Cognitive or Zebra/Eltron barcode printers using direct-toprinter PCL formats. You can hot key to this option from the list view by pressing F12.
NOTE: You can only use this option if you have a barcode printer installed with a Generic Text-Only
driver (not a Windows driver). You cannot use custom labels created with Label Designer in RMS, but
custom labels format can be created if you are familiar with PCL or EPL printer control language
commands. Contact your RMS reseller for details.

Select a Printer which must be a Generic Text only driver.
Select a Label Format for standard and sale price labels. Up to 9 Label formats are supported for each
printer brand. Sample formats are included with Power Ops.
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Cognitive printers:

Zebra/Eltron printers:

If you define a Sale Format, sales price labels will be printed by default if a sale price is currently active
or will be active within the next 30 days. To suppress this logic, clear the sale format selection.
Number of labels will default to the Quantity on Hand. Change quantity if desired or enable Shelf label
only to print 1 label, then click Print.

NOTE: Tagged list also supports labeling printing. Press F12 to print labels for your tagged items. If
Shelf label only is enabled for the first item on a tagged list, the remaining labels will also default to
this setting. If you are printing labels for Assembly or Matrix Class items, the tagged list is ignored.
TIP: If you have the programmer's guide for your barcode printer you can edit the label formats using
Notepad (or use the label software included with the printer and print to a file to view the commands).
Possible entries include:
<<StoreName>>, <<ItemLookupCode>>, <<Description>>, <<ExtDescription>>,
<<SubDescription1>>, <<SubDescription2>>, <<SubDescription3>>, <<Cost>>, <<Price>>,
<<PriceA>>, <<PriceB>>, <<PriceC>>, <<MSRP>>, <<SalePrice>>, <<LastReceived>>,
<<LastSold>>, <<BinLocation>>, <<DepartmentCode>>, <<Department>>, <<CategoryCode>>,
<<Category>>, <<PrimSupplierCode>>, <<PrimarySupplier>>, <<PrimarySRN>>,
<<GroupLookupCode>>, <<GroupDescription>>, <<DatePrinted>>, <SerialNumber1>>
Contact your RMS reseller if you need assistance with custom labels.
NOTE: The active label formats reside in the folder DRS, DRS Power Ops (Label1.lbl, Label2,lbl,
Label3.lbl). The original version of each label is in the sub-folder called Labels. If required, you can
restore a label to its original format by copying the appropriate label from the Labels folder into the active
program folder. You will need to copy or rename the labels to the correct filenames before use (ex.
Label1.lbl, Label2.lbl, or Label3.lbl).
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1.4.2.3.3 HQ View

When Power Ops is connected to an HQ database, the View option will include a RSL/ROP ellipsis
to display restocking information.

Click on the ellipsis to display date last received/sold, quantity on hand, committed, retail/cost price,
reorder point, and restocking levels for each store location.
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View Assembly
When you view an assembly entry from the list view, the assembly components items will be displayed.

TIP: Assembly items can be displayed quickly in SWAT Search by pressing Ctrl-B or selecting the item
type dropdown filter for Assemblies.
1.4.2.5

View Matrix Grid
There are two ways to view a matrix grid for items. The first way is to view the details for a component
item and select Member Of.
Example:
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TIP: To list all matrix component items quickly use Ctrl-X. If a matrix class item (M code) is highlighted,
use Ctrl-Y to view components for that item only.
From the Item Details view select the Member Of ellipsis.

This will display the associated matrix details for this item.
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A check box
next to the Style Sheet button indicates this item is already associated with a style
sheet. Click the button to view which style sheet or sheets have been assigned. The association may be
to one style sheet comprised of multiple dimensions, or multiple style sheets using one dimension. The
dimensions may be derived from detailed or abbreviated entries on the associated style sheets.

PO Grouping By -- allows you to control how matrix grids are formatted when you view or print PO's.
The feature allows you to match your supplier preference for purchase orders. The dimension selected
will be used as the title for any matrix grids on the PO.
TIP: The fastest way to associate existing items with a style sheet is to use the import style sheet
function.
To view details on a specific dimension, double-click on that cell. In our example, there are three
dimensions for this item so we must first select a third dimension. Otherwise this message box with
appear.
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In our example we'll select Bears.

Notice the grid below now shows only items, quantities, and totals for the Style Bears.
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You can view details for any other dimension in the grid by doubling-clicking on that entry. For example,
selecting Medium, Pink, Bears would display Item Details for that item.
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The second way to view a matrix grid is to view the matrix class item rather than a component. Press
Ctrl-M to list all matrix class items or select Matrix class (M) from the Type combo filter.

Double-click on a highlighted entry to view the matrix grid for that item. An important difference on this
form is the ability to Edit the Matrix.
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If pictures are on file for the matrix component entries you can click on the picture icon
and the form
displayed will split into grid and image sections. Next click on a cell entry in the matrix grid to display
the picture for that dimension. If no picture is available the 'No Picture' message will appear.
Example:

Pictures rely on images to be stored in the Pictures folder or a valid URL. To add an image double-click
on a cell entry and select the picture icon in the Item Details view.
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1.4.2.5.1 Edit Matrix

When you view a matrix class item from a list view, you will have access to editing procedures. The
quick way to list all matrix class items is to clear the search (F6) and press Ctrl-M to list all matrix class
items. Or you can select Matrix class from the Type combo filter in upper right.

Double-click on a highlighted entry to view the matrix grid for that item.

The default edit option is set to Add new items using Style Sheet.
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NOTE: If the item is not currently associated with a style sheet this option will be greyed out and Add
existing item(s) to matrix will be selected.

You can also modify or view matrix components by selecting Edit matrix component Item(s).

1.4.2.5.1.1 Add existing items to matrix

Add existing items to a matrix can be used to select items on file and assign them to a matrix. You
might use this method when the matrix is not associated with a style sheet, or to add existing items to a
new matrix created with a style sheet.

For this example we have created a new style sheet for Ajax bicycles comprised of several new sizes
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and colors and generate items in 15" and 18" in the colors Green and Black.

This creates the following items.

When a search for 'bike' is executed notice the new entries and the two existing entries 15003 and
15004.

Now we want to grab the existing Ajax Boy's bikes on file (15003 and 15004) and add them to the same
matrix. From SWAT Search we press F6 to clear the search filters and Ctrl-M to view the matrix class
components.
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Select View to display the details for the matrix then click Edit Matrix, or right-click on the M code
entry and select Add Existing Items.
.

Select Add existing Item(s) to matrix.

Click OK to display a search box to locate existing items. Enter your search criteria. Items already
associated with the matrix will automatically be excluded from the results. Tag any items you want to
add using the Ctrl key and mouse click, then select Add to Matrix.
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Confirm your selection and the resulting matrix view will now lists all bike models in the same matrix
including the Blue entries added.

You can refine the results further by editing the matrix components. Click Edit Matrix and select Edit
matrix component Item(s).
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1.4.2.5.1.2 Add new items using Style Sheet

The fastest way to add new items to a matrix is to modify the associated style sheet. This also ensures
consistency in descriptions and Item Lookup Code numbering.

From the matrix class view select Add new items using Style Sheet. In our example this will display
the associated matrix and indicate any unused dimensions in grey.

NOTE: If you have assigned different style sheets for different dimensions you will be prompted to select
which dimension sheet you'd like to view.
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In our example there is one style sheet assigned for all three dimensions. We'll click Details and add a
new size (20") and color (Silver) to this style sheet.

Next we decide to sort the Color column alphabetically by Detail ascending so the grid will match the
order form for the supplier.
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Next we Close the Style Sheets Details and return to the Select dimensions form. Our new dimensions
are listed and also highlighted in grey.

Next we select the new 20" size which comes in the new colors Red and Silver, plus Green which is an
existing color.
Click Select to exit this form and a matrix grid will appear.
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From here you can further refine your new adds and enter any missing data such as reorder number by
scrolling to the right. Click Save when you are finished and you'll be returned to the original matrix grid
view.

Click OK and the details view for your original matrix grid will expand to include your new entries.
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1.4.2.5.1.3 Edit matrix component Items

Using our example for adding existing items to a matrix, we next decide to modify the descriptions of the
component items. This feature allows you to quickly edit all components or selected entries.

Selecting this option displays a form with all components in the matrix. You can edit all or specific items
or make mass changes. If desired, you can sort entries by clicking on a column header.
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In this example let's change the base description from Boy's Bike to Bike Boy's and enter the missing
Reorder numbers.
To make mass changes to the component descriptions, edit the base description at the top of the
screen, then check the Add Sub1, Sub 2, Sub 3 checkboxes to rebuild the descriptions. Notice the
component descriptions have all changed at once. The reorder numbers were entered manually.
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NOTE: If you want to change individual descriptions on the grid, uncheck Add Subs before editing the
cells.
1.4.2.6

Add to Sale
When Power Ops is run from POS, the Add to Sale button is enabled. This option allows you to
highlight an item and push the selected entry (or entries) back to POS. Add to Sale is not active when
Power Ops is run in Manager or when run as a standalone application.
Add to Sale supports tagged lists, matrix grids, and serial number selection for serialized items. You
can also assign a specific serial number to a layaway or workorder.
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Select an item to sell and click Add to Sale or press Alt-S.
If you select a serialized item, you will be prompted to select an Available serial number on file.
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The Status column will indicate Available, Committed (layaway or workorder), Offline (unavailable for
sale), Not Committed (received on open PO, but not yet committed) or Sold (when View Sold is
checked).
NOTE: The Committed feature is only available if you use Power Ops or DRS Serial Editor to select
which serialized unit is assigned to a workorder or layaway in POS.
Select a serial number and click Add to Sale or press Alt-S. You can also scroll to a serial number and
press <Enter> .
NOTE: Temporary serial numbers are any entries that begin with TMP or Txxxxx- where xxxxx is a 5
digit number followed a dash. This format is generated by DRS Serial Editor when the Create Temp
SN's feature is used. See Serial Editor Help or contact your RMS reseller for more information.
If you select a temporary serial number to add to a sale, and a backorder, workorder, or layaway is not
already selected in POS, you will be prompted to make this choice before continuing.

Power Ops also supports tagged lists including tagging the same serialized item twice in a row to sell
two different serial numbers.
If you highlight a matrix class item (M code) and select Add to Sale, a matrix entry grid will appear. You
can use this form to quickly enter multiple quantities for any dimension in the grid.
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If the item has 3 dimensions, use the Style dropdown to select other dimensions and enter quantities on
multiple grids. The Total shown at the bottom of the form will include quantities on all grids.
TIP: To quickly add quantity 1, double-click on any cell in the grid. You can remove the 1 with a second
double-click on the same cell.
If multiple grids have been populated for a 3 dimensional item, the Clear button will prompt you to clear
the current grid or all associated grids.

If you select an item set to 'Must enter price at the POS' you will be prompted to enter a price before
continuing. Entered value is validated against the lower and upper bound prices and user is informed if
the price is outside the range.
NOTE: This option must be set within RMS using Lookup in POS or Manager and selecting Item
Properties, Options tab.
Example:
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If you select an item which has an Item Message assigned, that message will appear before continuing.
The message is displayed whenever items are tagged or added to the POS as single item.
Example:

When message is displayed for assembly or matrix components the ILC and description are shown as
part of message title.
1.4.2.7

Tagged list (POS)
You can tag items to build a tagged list before selecting Add to Sale. This feature supports multiple
searches so you can build a list consisting of a variety of items. The number of items tagged is indicated
in blue at the bottom of the list view. The tagged items are highlighted in dark grey. Ctrl-T is the hot key
to view the tagged list.
NOTE: Tagged list also supports labeling printing. Press F12 to print labels for your tagged items.
Requires a supported barcode printer. See Label for details.
To tag an item, use Ctrl-Click or press the Spacebar. You can also define <Enter> or Double-click as
tag keys in Setup.
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TIP: Ctrl-U will deselect all tagged items.
When you select Add to Sale with tagged entries active, you will be presented with your tag list for final
approval. You can uncheck any items you wish to exclude from the tagged list and change the Sell
quantity from 1.

Tagged List Validation (when Add to Sale is clicked)
Sell quantity must be > 0
Sell quantity must be <= maximum available (if Allow Sale of Qty <= 0 is not checked in Setup
and item is not type N/I); this applies to sales invoices only (layaways and workorders are excluded
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from this rule)
Sell quantity must be = 1 for serialized items*
Sell quantity must be <= maximum available for serialized items
*If you tag a serialized item you will be prompted to select a serial number. Each serial number selected
must be unique by item. If you attempt to increase the Sell quantity of a serialized item in the tagged list
you will receive this error.

If you tag an item with Options set to 'Must enter price at the POS' the price will be shown at 0.00 in the
tagged list. You must enter a price before adding the item to the sale.
Example:

If you tag an item with an Item Message assigned that message will appear before continuing.
Example:
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Picture
The Picture button is activated if an image filename or URL is present for the selected item.

The default picture size is Small, unless Large Picture is enabled in Setup.
Large will render the image in the native pixel size. Example:
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TIP: Double-clicking on the picture image will toggle between small and large formats.
If an image filename exists on file, but cannot be found, the missing filename will be identified.
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A picture icon
name or URL.

is also available in Item Details. Clicking on this icon will display the current image file

Example:

Click on the ellipsis
to select an image. The default location for images is the Pictures folder defined
in Store Operations Administrator, File, Configuration, Paths tab. If you select an image from a
different folder it will be copied to the Pictures folder. You can click on the picture icon
to display the
image.
NOTE: If you enter a URL instead of a file name, the URL must not exceed 50 characters. URLs must
also start with www or http.
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New
The New button will load the item creation form. A single input screen allows fast entry for all crucial
item data pertaining to a standard item or matrix item. Setup options allow you to automatically
generate Item Lookup Codes, Retail Price based on a markup/margin table, ABC pricing using a predefined calculator, and matrix grids using style sheets. Special functions include creation of an M Code
so you can associate existing items on file with a matrix, plus parent/child generation to handle case/
unit items in one step.

NOTE: When Power Ops is connected to an HQ database, the View option will include the ability to
view/edit RSL/ROP and display restocking information.
The picture icon

allows you to enter a Picture link by selecting an image filename or entering a URL.

Ellipsis buttons
access Custom ILC Formats, Style Sheets (for sub-descriptions 1-3), Price
Margins (ABC, Upper/Lower Bound), Replacement Cost, and Child Details (for parent/child entries).
Examples:
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Custom ILC Formats:

Style Sheets:

Selecting a style sheet will allow you to quickly populate sub-descriptions 1-3 and create a Matrix Item.
Price Margins:
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This screen allows you to view prices and margins (or markup) and enter new prices.
Replacement Cost:

If you want to track the future replacement cost for an item enter it here.
Child Qty:

Child Details allows you to change the Description and price levels for the child item. Initial prices will be
calculated based on parent item's values divided by the child quantity. However, rounding and normal
price calculation is disabled so you can accurately assign these values for the child item.
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1.4.2.9.1 Standard Item

The New Item form allows you to create a standard, serialized, or non-inventory item as either a single
item or a matrix.
You can also create a M Code (matrix class entry) if you want to add existing items to a matrix that is
not currently defined.
First enter an ILC, or accept the default setting, or select a custom ILC format. If you are using DRS
AutoGen with Power Ops the default may be set to A, AC, or AS (auto-generate sequential,
categorized, or supplier prefix code).
Next accept the item type as standard, or select serialized or non-inventory from the drop-down.
Assign dept/category, enter the description, and complete the form as necessary to include all entries.
Example:

NOTE: When Power Ops is connected to an HQ database, the View option will include the ability to
view/edit RSL/ROP and display restocking information.
Click Save to add your entry to the item database. A confirmation box will appear identifying the ILC
added.
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If a quantity was entered you will be prompted to print labels after the item is saved.
Click OK and you will be returned to the main list view with the added entry selected.
TIP: If you make a mistake adding a new item, you can highlight the item in the list view and press the
Delete key to immediately remove it.
NOTE: A matrix item can be generated at any time by populating the sub-description entries with
dimensions separated by commas, or select dimensions from a pre-defined style sheet.
IMPORTANT: The M Code option allows you to generate a new matrix class entry. Use this feature
whenever you need to create a matrix comprised of existing items that lack a matrix class code to add
them to. Do not use this feature to create a new matrix item with new component entries.
1.4.2.9.2 Matrix Item

A matrix item starts off as a normal item entry. WARNING: You must leave type set to Standard or
Serialized (not M Code).
Accept the default ILC format, enter an ILC of your own, or select a Custom ILC Format by clicking on
the ellipsis in the ILC box. In this example we've selected a custom format for Fabrikam Clothing items,
set the dept/category, and entered the description for our new item.

NOTE: If you are using DRS AutoGen with Power Ops you may have the default ILC set to A, AC, or
AS. See AutoGen Help for more information.
Next we'll use a style sheet to populate our dimension entries by clicking on an ellipsis.
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Selecting a style sheet will allow you to quickly populate sub-descriptions 1-3.

In this example we'll select the Fabrikam Pajamas style sheet which is displayed below.

You can select all or some of the dimensions for use with your new item. You can also decide if you
want to use Detail or Abbr for your sub-description entries. Abbreviations is the default.
NOTE: You can set the default style sheet view to display Details in Setup.
In this example we will leave Size as is, set Color to Detail and select Blue and Pink, and select Bears
and Moons for Style.
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This creates the following New item form entries.

Notice that the dimension entries are separated by commas. You can also enter dimensions directly
without a style sheet by typing in each entry separated by a comma. However, style sheets offers many
other advantages for matrix items such as the ability to view matrices in grid format and define the sort
order for that grid.
At this point you will complete your new item entry as normal including price/cost, reorder number,
supplier, min/max, etc.
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When you click Save you will be prompted to generate a matrix grid or add the item as a single entry.

Select Yes to generate a matrix grid, or No to add the item as is (no matrix), or Cancel to return to the
New item form.
NOTE: You can suppress this warning message in Setup/Default Find Rules if Yes will be the normal
response for your store.
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1.4.2.9.2.1 Matrix Grid

When you enter dimensions separated by commas in any sub-description box, and select Yes to save
the item as a Matrix, a matrix grid worksheet will be generated for further editing. In our example we have
generated a grid for New Pajamas from Fabrikam using a style sheet and custom ILC format.

The Add checkboxes are enabled by default for new item adds. This feature appends your class
description at the top of the screen with subdescriptions 1, 2, and 3 (depending on how many
dimensions were defined in the New form). You can disable this feature or select individual checkboxes
as needed to create your component descriptions.
You can further refine your matrix entries from this form and exclude entries from being added by
unchecking their listing in the Save column. This allows you to use a style sheet to generate a matrix
grid, but remove any entries that are not available in certain combinations. Example: X-Large may not be
available in Red.
A change to the base Description will change the description for all component entries as long as one
or more of the Add checkboxes has been enabled. A change to a sub-description column entry will
change any matching entries in that column as well as update the component descriptions for any
affected items.
Example: If "New Pajamas" in the base description is changed to "PJ's" and the color "Blue" is changed
"Bluebell" the grid immediately updates all affected items.
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NOTE: If you later want to edit the descriptions for matrix components, you must uncheck the Add
checkboxes before editing.
Scroll to the right to view other editable columns including Reorder Number, Manufacturer Part No, Retail
Price, Cost (press Ctrl-W if not shown), Qty, Restock Level, Reorder Point, GTIN, Price levels ABC,
MSRP, Replacement Cost, and Upper/Lower Bound.
TIP: Column entries can be quickly copied by right-clicking and selecting Copy, then right-clicking again
and selecting Paste to all Rows.

Lock ILC/Desc -- allows you to keep the ILC and Description visible as you scroll to the right.
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Add: Sub 1-3 allows you remove dimension entries from the component descriptions. For example, if
you uncheck Sub 3 the screen above the result is shown below.
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The Calc ABC button recalculates ABC level prices based on the table you define in Setup. You might
need to use this function in the grid if you modify the cost for any entries.
Click Save to add all components in the grid to your RMS database. If duplicate SRNs are contained in
the grid you will receive a warning.

Select Yes to save the matrix components with the same SRN. Select No to return to the grid for
corrections. The offending SRNs will be highlighted in red.
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NOTE: In some apparel markets a style code may be used as the base SRN for all items in a matrix.
While some manufacturers recognize the benefits of tracking size, color, and style as separate SKUs,
you may be forced to accept the duplicate SRNs. Other products may be sold with a pre-packaged size
mix. Example: Gloves pre-packed in a size run of 2-4-4-2 mix (S, M, L, XL). Entering these items as
separate matrix components has little value since they can't be ordered that way.
A similar check validates GTIN entries (UPC and EAN barcodes). In this case duplicates are not allowed.

Click OK to return to the grid and remove or correct the offending entries.

To clear all entries in a row delete the first entry, then right-click and select Copy, then right-click and
select Paste to all Rows.
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Picture images can be assigned to each component item in the grid. Picture entries in the grid cannot be
edited. You must use the ellipsis to select a file or enter a URL. The Item Picture form performs
validation and moves the selected image to the RMS pictures folder if necessary. Valid URLs are also
supported (up to 50 characters in length).

NOTE: Copy and Paste to All Rows in the Picture column is only allowed on the Matrix Edit form after
saving a new item.
When your matrix is saved a confirmation box will appear identifying the matrix class lookup code that
was added.

If quantities were entered you will be prompted to print labels after the matrix is saved.
Click OK and you will be returned to the main list view with the added entry selected. From there you
can view the matrix grid or press Ctrl-E to further edit the matrix components.
TIP: If you make a mistake adding a new matrix, you can highlight the matrix class item (M code) in the
list view and press the Delete key to immediately remove it and all components.
Should you need to add to your matrix item in the future, you can do so in one of three ways. See the
topics Edit Matrix and Add to a Matrix for instructions. We suggest you use the procedure to expand the
associated style sheet as this ensures all items in the matrix maintain a relationship to the original style
sheet.
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1.4.2.9.2.2 Add to a Matrix

Power Ops provides three easy ways to add to a matrix.
Option 1 -- Edit the matrix and add new item(s) using the associated style sheet.
This is the preferred option if you want to maintain a relationship to a specific style sheet (dimensions,
rank, abbreviation/detail). This routine allows you to expand an existing style sheet to accommodate new
dimensions as they are introduced by suppliers. For example, a new color or style is added to an
existing product line mid-year.
Option 2 -- Edit the matrix and add existing item(s) to that matrix.
This option allows you to search for and attach existing items to a matrix. We suggest you reserve this
routine for building matrices for items that have been previously entered as single items. You can tag
multiple items to quickly build a matrix. You can then use the Style Sheets import function to create a
style sheet and associate it with that item. If you want to use this procedure as described, you will need
to create a matrix class item in RMS and assign the first item to that class code. Then return to Powers
Ops and use Edit Matrix to locate the remaining items you want to add.
Option 3 -- Copy an existing matrix component and add the new item to the associated matrix.
This option provides another method to quickly add to a matrix, but is best reserved for matrix class
items that are not associated with a style sheet.

1.4.2.9.3 M Code (matrix class)

The M Code option allows you to generate a new matrix class entry. Use this feature whenever you need
to create a matrix comprised of existing items on file that lack a matrix class code to add them to. Do
not use this feature to create a new matrix item with new matrix components.
When M Code is selected the New form changes to display the titles for up to three dimensions.
Dept/Category, Supplier, and Supplier Reorder Number are editable to support Custom ILCs that require
these entries.
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You can then add selected items on file to this matrix. See Option 2 under Add to a Matrix.
1.4.2.10 Copy
The Copy button allows you to quickly clone existing items to generate new ones. This feature coupled
with the setup options, margin/markup table, price calculator, and copy/paste features in Power Ops
ensures generating new items is fast and easy.
There are three types of items you might copy that will trigger three different procedures.
Copy Standard item
Copy Matrix Component item
Copy Matrix Class item
1.4.2.10.1 Standard item

Copying a Standard item is a straightforward cloning of an existing item.
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Example: We've copied the Large Baby Doll in the RMS sample database to create a new Medium Baby
Doll item. The copy option populates the form with all the same data except quantity on hand or ILC. The
ILC format will default to the setting you have enabled in Setup.

NOTE: When Power Ops is connected to an HQ database, the View option will include the ability to
view/edit RSL/ROP and display restocking information.
Click Save to add the item. If you forget to change the description before saving a warning message will
appear.
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If the add is successful a confirmation message will appear.

If a quantity was entered you will be prompted to print labels after the item is saved.
Click OK and you will be returned to the list view where the new item will appear.

TIP: If you make a mistake adding a new item you can press the Delete key to immediately remove it.
1.4.2.10.2 Matrix Component item

Copying a Matrix Component is similar to copying a standard item but you will be prompted to add
your new item to the associated matrix as an option. This allows you to quickly expand an existing
matrix. However, the preferred method for items already associated with a style sheet is to use the
option to 'Add items using a Style Sheet'.
If you copy a component item from a matrix associated with a style sheet you will receive this warning.

In the example below we've copied Pajamas - Small Blue Moons in the RMS sample database to create
a new Pajamas - Small Blue Trains item. The copy option populates the form with all the same data
except quantity on hand or ILC. The ILC format will default to the setting you have enabled in Setup.
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When you click Save you will be prompted to add this new item to the matrix associated with the copied
item.
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If you click View the matrix grid details will be displayed so you can confirm the contents of the matrix.

If the add is successful a confirmation message will appear.
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If a quantity was entered you will be prompted to print labels after the item is saved.
Click OK and you will be returned to the list view where the new item will appear.

TIP: If you make a mistake adding a new item you can highlight the item in the list view and press the
Delete key to immediately remove it.
1.4.2.10.3 Matrix Class item

Copying a Matrix Class item will generate a matrix grid with all the same entries. You can then use the
Update Description option to mass change the component descriptions, or the right-click and paste to all
rows option to quickly populate fields such as price and cost.
Example: We've copied the matrix Infant Pajamas in the RMS sample database to create a new matrix
Infant Tops. The copy option populates the matrix grid with all the same data except quantity on hand or
ILC. The ILC format will default to the setting you have enabled in Setup.
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Click Save to add your new matrix. If the add is successful a confirmation message will appear.
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Click OK and you will be returned to the list view where the new matrix class item will appear.

TIP: If you make a mistake adding new matrix items, you can highlight the class entry in the list view
and press the Delete key to immediately remove the matrix including all component items.
1.4.2.11 Delete Item or Matrix
Delete an Item:
You can delete an item from the SWAT Search list view if the item has no activity, the quantity on hand
is zero, and the item is not associated with a matrix, lot matrix, assembly, or kit. This feature is
primarily designed so you can remove items that were added in error.
Highlight the item and press the Delete button.

Click Yes to continue. If a conflict is found, a warning message will appear.
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Click Yes to confirm deletion.
Delete a Matrix:
You can also delete a matrix class item (M code) and its components if the same conditions apply (no
activity, quantity on hand is zero, and the item is not associated with any other matrix, lot matrix,
assembly, or kit). Highlight the matrix class item and press the Delete button.

Click Yes to continue. A warning will appear.

If the deletion is successful, a confirmation message will appear.
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SWAT Search (Manager)
When Power Ops is run from Manager, Utilities, Add-ins (or standalone from the Desktop), the SWAT
Search screen includes an Tag for PO button rather than Add to Sale. The tagged list also operates
differently to accommodate purchase order integration. Another difference is the presence of the
Purchase Orders tab.

NOTE: The SRN column is brought into view if a supplier is selected from the dropdown filter (Manager
version only).
Common functions in the Manager version of SWAT Search include search, New, Copy, Picture, View,
and View Matrix Grid.
Additional features include the ability to filter by restocking levels and calculate reorder quantities from a
tagged list. This allows you to quickly generate purchase orders or add new or existing products to an
open PO.
TIP: Both the Manager and POS versions of Power Ops can be run at the same time if you need the
purchase order functions available at a register station. You can also create shortcuts to run Power Ops
connected to two different databases in an HQ environment (multi-store). This allows you to run separate
instances of Power Ops with Store Operations and HQ database connections on the same PC.
1.4.3.1

Tagged list (Manager)
Select items to order by tagging them first, then click Tag for PO to process a purchase order, or press
Alt-T to view your tagged list.
NOTE: Tagged list also supports labeling printing. Press F12 to print labels for your tagged items.
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Requires a supported barcode printer. See Label for details.
To tag an item, use Ctrl-Click or press the Spacebar. You can also define <Enter> or Double-click as
tag keys in Setup.

TIP: Ctrl-U will deselect all tagged items.
Multiple search and tag is supported. The number of items tagged is indicated in blue at the bottom of
the list view. The tagged items are highlighted in dark grey. Ctrl-T is the hot key to view the tagged list.
IMPORTANT: Viewing a tagged list does not allow you to order yet. When you are satisfied with your
tagged list, select Tag for PO to move on to the next step.
TIP: Ctrl-A will tag all items in the list view except those that cannot be added to a purchase order, such
as non-inventory items or items marked "May not be placed on purchase orders". Ctrl-A only works
when the @ or < ROP filter is enabled.
For example, you could select a supplier using the dropdown filter, then tag selected entries or further
refine the list by dept/category. If you have set restocking levels for your items, you can enable the @ or
< Reorder Point filter to quickly list which items to order. Then press Ctrl-A to select them all. You can
later calculate the correct quantities to order in the Tag for PO screen.
1.4.3.2

Tag for PO
When you select Tag for PO with tagged entries active, you will be presented with your tagged list for
final approval. You can uncheck any items you wish to exclude from a purchase order, change the
quantities to order, calculate order quantity, enter missing SRNs, view item details, and more.
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Tagged List Validation (when Tag for PO is clicked from SWAT Search)
Item must not be marked May not be placed on purchase order in Item Properties, Options.
Non-inventory, kits, or vouchers cannot be added to a PO.
If you tag a matrix class item (M code) you will be presented with a grid entry form.
Top Off -- clicking this button will add 10 additional items from the selected supplier that are below RSL
(restock level) but have not yet reached ROP (reorder point). This allows you to quickly pad purchase
orders to meet minimums or free freight programs.
Calc RSL -- calculates reorder quantity based on the restocking levels for each item. Quantity will be set
to zero if sufficient quantities are already on order or if min/max levels are met. Zeroed entries will be
ignored during Add to PO. This routine also considers Min. Order and MPQ (Master Pack Quantity) in
calculations.
View -- allows you to view items details and edit fields such as descriptions, RSL/ROP, prices, etc.
Clear All -- unchecks all tagged items and removes them from the tagged list upon closing.
Add to PO -- will generate a new purchase order or add items to an existing PO depending on your
selection. If you select new purchase order and open PO's exist on file for the supplier, you will be asked
to confirm creation of the new PO or return and add the items an existing PO.
Example:
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When items are successfully added, or a new PO is generated, the tagged list is cleared and you will
receive this confirmation message.

NOTE: Is is important to mark submitted PO's as placed in Manager to ensure proper operation of Power
Ops.
If you highlight a matrix class item (M code) and select Tag for PO, a matrix entry grid will appear. You
can use this form to quickly enter multiple quantities for any dimension in the grid.

If the item has 3 dimensions, use the Style dropdown to select other dimensions and enter quantities on
multiple grids. The Total shown at the bottom of the form will include quantities on all grids.
TIP: To quickly add quantity 1, double-click on any cell in the grid. You can remove the 1 with a second
double-click on the same cell.
If multiple grids have been populated for a 3 dimensional item, the Clear button will prompt you to clear
the current grid or all associated grids.
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QuickAdd
The QuickAdd feature provides fast entry of new items with automatic label printing for supported barcode
printers (Cognitive and Zebra). If QuickAdd is enabled in Setup under New/Copy Rules, whenever new
items are added to the database with quantity indicated, the F12 Print function is forced. This allow
users to print price labels immediately as new items are entered.
QuickAdd works in both POS and Manager versions of Power Ops.
Enabling QuickAdd will also enable Quick Scan. Quick Scan sets the default search in SWAT Search to
ILC/Alias/SRN.
Together these two options allow you to quickly import new items if your RMS database is linked to
supplier product catalogs. This search and import function is only available for industries where DRS
Linker™ supports participating suppliers. See Supplier Catalog Search.

1.4.5

Supplier Catalog Search/Import
Supplier catalog search allows you to quickly import items from supplier product catalogs. This search
and import function is only available for industries where DRS Linker™ supports participating suppliers.
For more information contact jumpstart@digitalretailer.com.
NOTE: You can disable this function in Setup on workstations where importing should not be allowed. If
the option is greyed out your database does not contain any supplier catalog tables.
When your RMS database is linked to supplier product catalogs, you can configure SWAT Search to
parse your local item database for hits by ILC/Alias/SRN.
The suggested requirements for quick search and product catalog imports are as follows:
Configure DRS Linker to download product catalogs from supported suppliers (see DRS Linker
Help)
Enable QuickAdd in Setup to provide instant labeling of imported items (if quantities are entered)
Supplier Reorder Numbers should be entered for existing items on file to guard against duplicates
GTINs (UPC/EAN) should be entered for existing items on file (as ILC or Alias) to guard against
duplicates
Searches performed in SWAT Search will now look in your local item database first for hits by ILC/Alias/
SRN. If the entry is not found you will be prompted to search in any linked supplier tables.
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Select Yes and the Supplier Catalog Search form will appear along with any matches found.
NOTE: This prompt will only occur if there is data in one of the linked supplier tables (see DRS Linker)
and Quick Scan is enabled.
In the following example, we'll use US bicycle industry links to demonstrate this feature.
Example search results after a GTIN (UPC) scan:

Supplier Catalog Search supports the following features:
a. Search by VPN/SRN, GTIN (UPC/EAN), Description & MPN
b. Text searches including &, comma, and = searches
c. Downloads item pictures from supported supplier links
d. Dept/Category mapping is saved to DRS JumpStart™ tables so auto-mapping applies to future
imports
e. Items imported in Power Ops will show in DRS JumpStart as already imported
Check Stock -- verifies stock availability at supplier warehouse(s) if link is available
Example:
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Picture -- displays product image if picture link is available to supplier's web site catalog
Example:

Import -- displays the New Item form for a Standard item with pre-populated data from the item selected
Example:
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You can now complete your import using the standard item create form.
TIP: In practice this feature works best by scanning in a GTIN (UPC/EAN), or search by Supplier
Reorder Number, then hit Enter until the import form appears.
NOTE: You can also press F4 to immediately jump to Supplier Catalog Search without searching your
local RMS database first.

1.4.6

Suppliers
Power Ops provides quick access to your suppliers from POS. The default search is by Company
name, but you can click on any column header to change the search criteria (Code, Company, City,
State, Phone, Fax, Acct #).
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Click View to access Supplier Details. Editable fields include Contact, Terms, Notes, and Account
#.
NOTE: These fields will be greyed out if you not logged in with Manager Rights when Powers Ops is run
in POS.
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Purchase Orders
The Purchase Orders tab allows you to view and print purchase orders, carry forward partial PO's to
create new ones, copy PO's to create repetitive orders, allocate freight prior to receiving a PO, or merge
open PO's from the same supplier before placing.
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The default view lists open orders by date descending, so oldest PO's are listed at the bottom.
Right-click menu options include:

Generate HOST File only appears if system is configured for Horizon Hobby (DRS Linker - Hobby).
Launch PO Loader is disabled if DRS PO Loader™ is not found or supplier is not supported. DRS PO
Loader can transmit RMS purchase orders to participating suppliers' order entry systems and shopping
carts. See PO Loader Help for details. For more information on supplier links, contact:
jumpstart@digitalretailer.com
You can use the search box and select a column header to locate by Status, PO Number, Origin, or
Supplier.
Filter options allow you to quickly display purchase orders by type (open, partial, closed, or pending*),
select a supplier, or indicate a date range of last update.
*Pending is a special feature of SWAT Search which allows you to receive items from a packing list, but
not commit them until final invoice is in hand to reconcile costs. SWAT Search will include these
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quantities in the available column and identify them as pending.
1.4.7.1

Merge
The merge option allows you to merge PO's that satisfy the following conditions:
a. PO's are Open
b. PO's are for same Supplier
c. PO's are local to the store location and were not generated in HQ (multi-store)
d. PO's are not Drop Ship or order specific PO's created by DRS SO Tracker
Tag the entries you would like to merge then click the Merge button. You will be prompted to select your
target PO before continuing.

A confirmation box will appear. Click Yes to merged the selected PO's.

Missing fields are carried over to the merged PO with following exceptions:
a. Shipping charges are combined
b. Lower of the two Date Created entries is used as Date Created
c. Lower of the two Required Date entries is used as Required Date
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d. Is Placed, Date Placed and Batch are not changed on the PO
e. If same item exists on both PO's the qty is not combined; item will appear twice on the new PO
1.4.7.2

Freight Allocation
Freight allocation allows you to distribute shipping costs to items before receiving a PO.
When you select a PO for freight allocation you will be asked this question.

You can only allocate freight if you will be receiving all items. If you answer No you will receive this
warning message.

If you answer Yes you will be presented with the allocation form.

If shipping has previously been entered on the PO, the amount will be highlighted. Otherwise $0.00 will
appear.
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Allocate by Units -- use this option if you want to evenly divide the freight costs by the total units on the
PO. The resulting figure will be added to the cost for each item. This option is useful when similar items
are being received such as a shipment of bicycles or fitness equipment.
Allocate by Dollars (default) -- use this option to prorate the allocation based on the cost value of each
item. Higher cost items will receive a higher portion of the freight amount. Use this option when dissimilar
items are being received such as a mixture of high ticket and low value products.
A confirmation box will appear when you select the Allocate button. Example:

Followed by:

Click OK and you will be returned to the main screen indicating the shipping amount will has been added
to the invoice total.

Press Esc or click Close to exit.
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TIP: You can also use this feature to apply a discount dollar against an purchase order. Example: A
$25.00 discount against the invoice total could be entered as a negative freight amount (-25.00), then
allocated by dollars to reduce item costs.
1.4.7.3

Copy PO
You can use the copy functions to quickly replicate a PO for repeat orders of the same products.

Include Inactive items -- uncheck this checkbox to prevent items that have been marked Inactive from
appearing on the new PO.
Copy quantity -- uncheck this checkbox to change the default quantity to order to 1; otherwise the
original quantities will be copied.
Use current Description, SRN, and Cost -- when this checkbox is enabled any changes made to items
on file will be updated to the new PO; if disabled the original PO content will be used.
Click Copy to proceed. If successful, a confirmation box will appear.

1.4.7.4

Carry Forward
Carry Forward allows you to close a partial PO and move the outstanding backordered items to a new
PO. If your business routinely places pre-season or program orders on a single purchase order, this
feature allows you to reconcile incoming invoices from suppliers that include items shipped to date.
You can only carry forward partial purchase orders and will receive this warning for other PO types.
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The partial PO must also contain received items that have been committed (versus pending). Otherwise
you will receive this warning.

If this pop-up is displayed it means you need to return to the PO to receive and commit quantities
before carrying forward any remaining.

If the selected PO meets requirements, you will be presented with three options.

PO Number -- defaults to the original PO number appended with -01, or -02, -03, etc. on subsequent
runs if the same PO is carried forward again.
Include Inactive items -- uncheck this checkbox to prevent items that have been marked Inactive from
appearing on the new PO.
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Use current Description, SRN, and Cost -- when this checkbox is enabled any changes made to items
on file will be updated to the new PO; if disabled the original PO content will be used.
All or Selected items -Option A: Select All Items (the default) and click Carry Forward to proceed. If successful, a
confirmation box will appear.

Option B: Select Selected Items and click Carry Forward. A new form will appear.

You can click Calc RSL button to update Qty to order.
If you change the SRN or the Cost, the updated information will be moved to the new PO.
You can mouse-over on the Order column to show Qty Ord and Qty RTD.
Only selected items are moved to the new PO and updated on the existing PO.
Click Add to PO once desired items are selected. If successful, a confirmation box will appear.
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View/print PO
The View button allows you to view and print purchase orders in standard or matrix grid format. When
ordering matrix items this greatly reduces the number of pages to print. Grid format also supports
suppliers whose style codes (reorder numbers) are the same for each entry in the grid, and the only
distinguishing attribute is a dimension such as size, color, width, etc.
Select a purchase order, click View, and you will be presented with two options.

Standard PO template -- this option will display PO's in line item format similar to those in RMS
Manager.
Matrix grid PO template (default) -- this option will generate PO's with 1-3 dimensional grids for each
matrix item on the PO.
Three dimensional matrices will be displayed with X/Y grids titled with the third dimension. You can
control which dimension is used to title the grid by assigning PO Grouping if the matrix is associated
with a style sheet. This feature allows you to match the preferred format for purchase orders based on
supplier needs.
Example 1: Fabrikam order, Infant Pajamas, 3 dimensions (Size, Color, Style), Grouping set to Style
(Bears, Kitten, Moons).
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.
Example 2: Fabrikam order, Infant Pajamas, 3 dimensions (Size, Color, Style), Grouping set to Color
(Blue, Pink, Red, Yellow).
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Generate HOST File
This option will only be enabled if your system is configured for Horizon Hobby (see DRS Linker Hobby).
When selected, the highlighted PO will be converted to a HOST file for transfer to any hobby supplier that
supports this format. Contact your supplier for details.
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TIP: Create an easily accessible location to store these files such as a "HOST Files" folder on your
desktop.
The default file name will be <PO number>.INV. These files can be opened in Notepad for review. The
HOST file format consists of PO number, supplier reorder number, quantity ordered, END marker, and
total number of line items on the PO.
Example:
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Contact Info
Digital Retail Solutions Contact Information
info@digitalretailer.com
Mailing Address:
Digital Retail Solutions Inc.
2014 Electric Rd PMB 205
Roanoke, VA 24018-1938
USA
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